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ABSTRACT
We analyse the fluctuations of the ground-state/funnel solutions proposed to describe M2-M5 systems
in the level-k mass-deformed/pure Chern-Simons-matter ABJM theory of multiple membranes. We
show that in the large N limit the fluctuations approach the space of functions on the 2-sphere rather
than the naively expected 3-sphere. This is a novel realisation of the fuzzy 2-sphere in the context
of Matrix Theories, which uses bifundamental instead of adjoint scalars. Starting from the multiple
M2-brane action, a U(1) Yang-Mills theory on R2,1 × S2 is recovered at large N , which is consistent
with a single D4-brane interpretation in Type IIA string theory. This is as expected at large k, where
the semiclassical analysis is valid. Several aspects of the fluctuation analysis, the ground-state/funnel
solutions and the mass-deformed/pure ABJM equations can be understood in terms of a discrete
noncommutative realisation of the Hopf fibration. We discuss the implications for the possibility
of finding an M2-brane worldvolume derivation of the classical S3 geometry of the M2-M5 system.
Using a rewriting of the equations of the SO(4)-covariant fuzzy 3-sphere construction, we also directly
compare this fuzzy 3-sphere against the ABJM ground-state/funnel solutions and show them to be
different.
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1 Introduction
M2 worldvolume theories have been at the centre of intense recent activity after the discovery of
manifestly N = 8 superconformal three dimensional Lagrangians by Bagger-Lambert and Gustavsson
(BLG) [1–4], following earlier insights of [5, 6]. Inspired by subsequent related developments [7–11]
and independent advances in supersymmetric Chern-Simons-matter theories [12, 13], ABJM [14] have
proposed an N = 6 Chern-Simons-matter theory with U(N)×U(N) gauge group, SO(6) R-symmetry
and equal but opposite Chern-Simons (CS) levels (k,−k), to capture the dynamics of the low-energy
limit of multiple M2-branes on an M-theory orbifold, C4/Zk. At k = 1 the theory is strongly coupled
and is conjectured to describe membranes in flat space. The supersymmetry and R-symmetry were
argued to be nonperturbatively enhanced to N = 8 and SO(8) respectively.
An important test for any candidate theory of multiple membranes in flat space is that it should
reproduce the physics of M2⊥M5 intersections. These are M2-spike solutions of the M5-brane world-
volume theory [15], generalising the D1-spike solutions on D3 worldvolumes. In the case of D1⊥D3
systems, there is a detailed understanding of the physics, both from the D1 and the D3-worldvolume
perspectives [16].1 They can be captured equivalently by a U(N) theory of multiple D1-branes and
a U(1) theory of a single D3-brane with N units of magnetic flux. From the point of view of the
U(N) theory the D1⊥D3 system is described in terms of a solution involving fuzzy 2-spheres [19–21]
through the Myers effect [22]. These are related to families of matrices obeying
[Xi,Xj ] = 2iǫijkXk . (1.1)
The Xi enter the physics as ansa¨tze for solving the equations of motion and their commutator action
on the space of all N ×N matrices organises these matrices into representations of SU(2) ≃ SO(3).
An important aspect of the geometry of the fuzzy 2-sphere involves the construction of fuzzy (matrix)
spherical harmonics in SU(2) representations, which approach the space of all classical S2 spherical
harmonics in the limit of large matrices [20]. This construction of fuzzy spherical harmonics allows
the analysis of fluctuations in a nonabelian theory of Dp-branes to be expressed at large N in terms
of an abelian higher dimensional theory of a D(p+2) brane. At finite N the higher dimensional
worldvolume theory becomes a noncommutative U(1) with a UV cutoff [23–26].
The relation (1.1) also appears as an F-flatness condition for a particular mass deformation of
N = 4 SYM, called N = 1∗, where all three adjoint chiral multiplets have acquired equal mass. This
theory has a discrete set of vacua that satisfy the above condition, which from the string theory point
of view can be interpreted as N D3 branes blowing up into concentric D5 branes with flux that adds
up to N [27]. The matrix structure of these solutions is the same as for the D1⊥D3 spikes, with the
relative transverse directions between the D3 and the D5 forming a fuzzy S2 at finite N , which can
again be seen by analysing small fluctuations around the vacua [28–30]. The lift of this system to
M-theory has been discussed in [31]. The natural generalisation of the D3-D5 system is M2-M5, and
a theory of multiple membranes should include such solutions.
With the advent of the ABJM action it is possible to investigate both these kinds of M2-M5
configurations in greater detail. An interesting class of mass deformations of the ABJM theory were
given in [32, 33]. An important difference between the latter theories and N = 1∗ is that they preserve
1Similar studies for the D1⊥D5 and D1⊥D7 systems have also been undertaken in [17, 18].
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the same N = 6 amount of supersymmetry as the parent theory but still break R-symmetry, down
to SU(2)× SU(2)×U(1), as well as conformal invariance. The authors of [33] also presented a set of
ground-state solutions. Closely related solutions describe M2⊥M5 funnels in the undeformed ABJM
theory [33] and have subsequently been discussed in [34–38]. The explicit form of the matrices for
these solutions was interpreted as exhibiting a fuzzy S3 structure. Our aim here will be to revisit
this claim by examining the algebra obeyed by the matrices. Hence, the study of these solutions and
their associated fuzzy sphere geometry will be at the central focus of this paper.
Our main result will be that the above ground-state/funnel solutions actually describe fuzzy
S2’s, as opposed to fuzzy S3’s, albeit realised in a new fashion involving the noncommutative base
of the S1 →֒ S3 pi→ S2 Hopf fibration. We verify this by analysing small fluctuations around the
ground-states at large N, k and showing that they can be organised in terms of a U(1) theory on
R
2,1 × S2 consistent with an interpretation as a D4-brane in Type IIA. The calculation involves a
combination of techniques familiar from the Matrix Theory literature and the novel Higgs mechanism
[7] that relates U(N) × U(N) CS-matter theories with bifundamental matter to U(N) YM theories
with adjoint matter.
It is interesting that the equations of motion defining the ground-state solutions of [33] are the
same as the BPS equations for the fuzzy funnel of the ABJM model (once the dependence on the
worldvolume coordinate along the funnel is factored out). These equations are in turn a generalisation
of the BPS equations of [6] that inspired Bagger and Lambert to define their theory. Our result will
imply that the special case of the Bagger-Lambert A4-theory is as of yet unique in describing a fuzzy
S3; in all other cases of BLG/ABJM-type three dimensional Lagrangians one is dealing with fuzzy
S2 solutions, despite the original motivation.
A natural definition of the fuzzy S3 is that it should involve an SO(4)-covariant construction using
matrices or some other appropriate algebraic structure, generalising the fuzzy S2 matrix construction.
Accordingly, a fully SO(4)-covariant matrix construction of fuzzy 3-spheres should exhibit matrix
spherical harmonics transforming under SO(4), which approach the classical spherical harmonics on
S3 in a large N limit. Such a construction was given by Guralnik and one of the present authors in
[39–41]. The Guralnik-Ramgoolam (GR) construction has its mysteries, in that the matrix algebra
contains the spherical harmonics only as a subset of all the matrices. A complete construction of a
finite N geometry of fuzzy 3-spheres has to take account of the projection which does away with the
extra degrees of freedom. This leads to non-associativity [40]. Related developments on fuzzy odd
spheres appear in [42–51].
In Section 2, we begin by writing the equations obeyed by the generating matrices of the GR fuzzy
S3 in a new form, appropriate for comparison with the equations of motion of ABJM and BLG. We
find that the GR fuzzy S3 is a solution for the N = 2 case of the ABJM theory. This U(2) × U(2)
theory is closely related to the A4-theory of BLG, which is the same as the SU(2) × SU(2) ABJM
theory. However, with our rewriting of the equations obeyed by the matrices of the GR fuzzy S3,
we will explicitly see that these become different from the solutions of ABJM that were found in [33]
for N > 2. Given that the mass-deformed theory of [33] does not contain an SO(4) R-symmetry
factor the absence of the ‘usual’ fuzzy S3 should perhaps not come as a surprise.2 The fact that the
2We note that for the extreme strongly-coupled region k = 1, 2 maximal supersymmetry and SO(8) R-symmetry are
expected to be restored. In particular, the k = 1 case corresponds to M2-branes in flat space. Since this region is well
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GR construction does work for N = 2 is closely related to its role in the work of Basu and Harvey
[6] and the BLG interpretation of the Basu-Harvey equation in terms of the of the A4 3-algebra.
Developments on fuzzy M-brane intersections following [6] are reviewed in [53, 54].
In Section 3, we return to the ground-state solutions of ABJM theory at general N given in [33]
in terms of matrices Gα, G†α, and we make the fuzzy S2 structure apparent. Since the ABJM theory
has U(N)×U(N) gauge symmetry, the Lie algebra is a direct sum which can be viewed as matrices
acting on a direct sum of vector spaces V+ ⊕V−. The ABJM action has a global SU(4) symmetry,
which is broken by the mass deformation to SU(2)×SU(2)×U(1) and the complex scalars decompose
as CI = (Rα, Qα˙). One of the SU(2)’s acts on the coordinates Rα which are nonzero on the solutions.
The other SU(2) acts on the Qα˙’s, which are zero on the solutions. The first SU(2) is relevant to
the geometry described by the solution and we will call it the geometric SU(2). The generators of
this SU(2) can be constructed from bilinears in Gα, G†α. We describe how the N2-dimensional space
of matrices acting on V+, called End(V+), can be decomposed in terms of representations of this
SU(2). Likewise we give the decomposition of End(V−). Interestingly these turn out to be different.
We complete the SU(2) decompositions with those of Hom(V+,V−) and Hom(V−,V+), that is
matrices mapping V+ → V− and V− → V+ respectively. These matrices are needed to describe
the fluctuations of the matter fields which transform in the bifundamental of the gauge group. We
obtain that the fuzzy spherical harmonics for all physical fluctuations are consistent with a fuzzy S2,
and reduce to the usual spherical harmonics, with no other factors, in the ‘classical’ (large N) limit.
In Section 4, we calculate the action for the matter fluctuations to quadratic order around the
fuzzy solution, and take their classical limit. In Section 5, we then analyse the gauge fields, for which
we use the Higgs mechanism of [7] to turn the nonpropagating 3d CS-type action for A(1) and A(2)
into the propagating 5d YM action. The full action for the fluctuations takes the form of an abelian
YM theory on R2,1×S2 and we explain this result in terms of a D4 wrapping the S2 in Type IIA string
theory. In Section 7 we show how the IIA D4-brane interpretation is expected by considering the M2-
M5 system in the large k limit of the M-theory quotient of [14]. The action of the quotient on the S1
Hopf fibre of the S3 cross-section of the M2-M5 system leads to a IIA reduction. The structure of the
ground-state solutions and their fluctuations are retrospectively determined by considering possible
finite matrix realisations of the fuzzy S2 base of the S1 →֒ S3 pi→ S2 Hopf fibration. In this discussion
it becomes apparent that the S1 fibre has (in a sense that we explain) been reduced to two points.
The appendices contain some formulae and details of the calculations in Section 4.
Related work pertaining to M5-branes in the more general context of 3-algebra theories includes
[55–63].
2 The SO(4)-covariant fuzzy three-sphere in BLG and ABJM theo-
ries
In this section, we will rewrite the definition of the GR fuzzy S3 in a way that can be embedded in
BLG/ABJM theory and then see that it only matches the BPS fuzzy sphere solution of BLG and
beyond our semiclassical, large-k analysis, one cannot rule out the emergence of the S3 when the full quantum theory
is taken into account. An example of an emergent S5 from quantum physics can be found in [52].
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ABJM theory in the r = 1 case of the Γ-matrix representation.
Notation: We will denote by M,N, ... = 1, 8 the 8 real indices of coordinates transverse to an
M2 brane XI , by m,n, ... = 1, 4 the indices of 4 real coordinates Xm that will form a fuzzy S3, with
XmX
m = 1, by a, b, ... the indices of generators of algebras Ta, for both regular Lie algebras and
3-algebras, by I, J, ... = 1, 4 the indices of 4 complex coordinates CI transverse to an M2, splitting
into α, β, ... = 1, 2 and α˙, β˙, ... = 1, 2, by A,B, ... = 1, 6 the SO(6) indices of N = 6 supersymmetry
ǫA and by i, j, ... = 1, 3 the indices defining an S2, with XiX
i = 1. Also, for SU(N) matrices that can
be written as tensor products of Γ-matrix representations, we will denote by r the number of such
representations.
2.1 The SO(4)-covariant (Guralnik-Ramgoolam) fuzzy S3
The SO(4)-covariant matrix construction of the fuzzy S3, in terms of tensor products of Γ-matrices,
was done by Guralnik and Ramgoolam (GR) in [39–41]. One splits the vector space of spinor rep-
resentations of SO(4) under SO(4) ≃ SU(2) × SU(2) as V = V+ ⊕ V−. Take the subspace Rr of
Sym(V ⊗r), acting as the basis vector space for the fuzzy three-sphere representation. Rr is defined
as R+r ⊕ R−r , where R+r and R−r are spaces of SU(2) × SU(2) with labels ( r+12 , r−12 ) and ( r−12 , r+12 )
respectively, denoting the number of V+ and V− factors in each. Then the fuzzy S3 coordinates Xm
(SU(N) matrices) are given by
Xm = PRrXˆmPRr = PR+r XˆmPR−r + PR−r XˆmPR+r = X
+
m +X
−
m , (2.1)
where PRr = PR+r +PR−r , with PR+r , PR−r being projectors onto the subspacesR+r andR−r respectively
and
Xˆm =
∑
l
ρl(Γm) , (2.2)
with ρl denoting which factor of Sym(V
⊗r) the Γ-matrix acts on. Thus the coordinates of the fuzzy
S3 are represented by the matrices Xm = X
+
m +X
−
m, where
X+m = PR−r
∑
l
ρl(ΓmP+)PR+r and X−m = PR+r
∑
l
ρl(ΓmP−)PR−r . (2.3)
These turn out not to be sufficient to describe the fuzzy S3; one also needs to consider the matrices
Ym = X
+
m − X−m. Equivalently, one can instead use the coordinates X+m and X−m. Commutation
relations for these objects were found in [41] and were simplified in [46]. These can be understood to
act as equations of motion for the matrix fields, or alternatively as a defining algebra. The simplified
set found in [46] is
[Jmn,Xn] = 6Xm , [Jmn, Yn] = 6Ym , (2.4)
where Xm are the sphere coordinates, satisfying XmXm = N 1l, while
Jmn = α[Xm,Xn] + βǫmnpq{Xp, Yq} , (2.5)
with
α = − 2
(r + 1)(r + 3)
and β =
r + 2
(r + 1)(r + 3)
(2.6)
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and also the constraint
[Xm,Xn] = −[Ym, Yn] . (2.7)
We would now like to write this definition of the fuzzy S3 in a form that can be straightforwardly
compared with the BLG/ABJM theories.
In [50] it was proved that the fuzzy S3 also satisfies the Matrix model type equation
[[Xm,Xn],Xn] =
(
(r + 1)(r + 3) + 4
)
Xm , (2.8)
which means that the Xm equations in (2.4) become
ǫmnpq[{Xp, Yq},Xn] = 8
( (r + 1)(r + 3) + 1
r + 2
)
Xm . (2.9)
The second equation in (2.4) gives the same result with Xm and Ym interchanged. However, since
Xm = X
+
m + X
−
m and Ym = X
+
m − X−m while X+mX+n = X−mX−n = 0, we have the more restrictive
constraints (as compared to (2.7))
XmXn = −YmYn
XmYn = −YmXn . (2.10)
This in turn means that (2.9) becomes
ǫmnpqXnYpXq = 2
( (r + 1)(r + 3) + 1
r + 2
)
Xm (2.11)
and there also exists a corresponding relation with Xm interchanged with Ym. Then (2.11) and the
constraints (2.10) can be taken as a definition of the fuzzy S3, where
XmXm = X
+
mX
−
m +X
−
mX
+
m =
(r + 1)(r + 3)
2
≡ N (2.12)
in a similar way to the fuzzy S2, for which the defining relation is XiXi = R
2 together with the SU(2)
algebra
[Xi,Xj ] = 2iǫijkXk . (2.13)
Another way to define the fuzzy S3 is by writing the equations in terms of variables going from
the + space to the − space or vice-versa, i.e.X+m and X−m. We obtain
ǫmnpqX+n X
−
p X
+
q = 2
( (r + 1)(r + 3) + 1
r + 2
)
X+m
ǫmnpqX−n X
+
p X
−
q = 2
( (r + 1)(r + 3) + 1
r + 2
)
X−m , (2.14)
which are to be supplemented with the sphere condition (2.12) and the constraints
X+mX
+
n = X
−
mX
−
n = 0 , (2.15)
since in that case the constraints (2.10) are automatically satisfied.
The relations (2.14) together with the sphere condition (2.12) and the constraints (2.15) give a
new definition of the GR fuzzy S3 that can be easily matched against BLG/ABJM.
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2.2 Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson theory
The fuzzy S3 solution that was proposed in the model found by Bagger-Lambert [1] and independently
Gustavsson [4] is similar to the one defined above and we will see that the two match for the case
of the SO(4), or A4-algebra. However, since A4 is the only example of a finite dimensional 3-algebra
theory with positive definite metric [64, 65], this is somewhat disappointing as we would like to find
the S3 as a solution to the theory for any number N of M2-branes. In retrospect, one needs to look
instead at the ABJM theory, but we will see that there one also encounters problems in identifying
the GR fuzzy S3.
In [6] Basu and Harvey constructed a fuzzy S3 funnel for the Xm coordinates of M5-branes, as
obtained from the hypothetical worldvolume theory of multiple M2-branes, with BPS equation
dXm
ds
+
k
4!
ǫmnpq[G,Xn,Xp,Xq] = 0 . (2.16)
This is solved by the ansatz
Xm(s) ∝ 1√
s
Gm (2.17)
and the corresponding fuzzy 3-sphere relation
Gm ∼ ǫmnpq[G,Gn, Gp, Gq] , (2.18)
where G is a fixed matrix and s is the direction along which the membranes extend away from the
fivebrane. Subsequently, Bagger and Lambert [1, 3] proposed the fuzzy funnel (BPS) equation
dXm
ds
= ikǫmnpq[Xn,Xp,Xq] . (2.19)
Here m,n, p, q are directions transverse to the M2s and defining the fuzzy 3-funnel parallel to the M5
by XmXm = 1. The full set of M2 transverse scalars is decomposed as X
M = XMa T
a (M = 1, .., 8
are all the coordinates transverse to M2, including the 4 coordinates m,n, p, q), where the T a are
generators that define a 3-algebra [2]
[T a, T b, T c] = fabcdT
d (2.20)
and the metric hab = Tr (T aT b), used to raise and lower indices, is assumed to be positive definite.3
Substituting the 3-algebra (2.20), we obtain the BPS equation for the commuting fields Xma
∂sX
m
a = ikǫ
mnpqf bcdaX
n
b X
p
cX
q
d . (2.21)
The corresponding fuzzy S3 equation, which is an extension of the Basu-Harvey equation (2.18), is
R2Xm = ikǫmnpq[Xn,Xp,Xq] . (2.22)
3If the metric is Lorentzian [56, 66, 67] one has to deal with potential ghosts in the quantum theory that could lead
to violation of unitarity. These have been shown to decouple by gauging a certain shift symmetry but the theory is then
on-shell equivalent to usual N = 8 SYM in 3d [7, 68–70]. There are various interpretations of the ‘un-gauged’ version
[71, 72], which has been shown to be obtained from ABJM through a particular scaling if one also adds a decoupled
abelian ‘ghost’ multiplet to the latter [73–76].
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It would be natural to think of this equation, with Xm satisfying XmXm = R
2, as the analogue of
(2.11). However, note that the spacetime index m of the commuting fields Xma in (2.21) is contracted
with ǫmnpq, while the ‘noncommuting’ (i.e.matrix or algebra) index a is contracted with fabcd, which
makes it a priori different from (2.11) for general fabcd. Only in the case of the A4 (or SO(4)) algebra,
when
fabcd = fabceh
de = f˜ ǫabcd (2.23)
do we have a similar equation, and in fact that is the only case for which the Bagger-Lambert equation
is equivalent to the GR fuzzy 3-sphere.
We can see this equivalence explicitly by using van Raamsdonk’s reformulation [9] of the A4-
theory in terms of a usual SO(4) ≃ SU(2)×SU(2) CS gauge theory with bifundamental matter fields.
The reformulation starts with the observation that the objects τa = (iσj , 1l) obey
τ [aτ †bτ c] = −ǫabcdτd = ǫdabcτd . (2.24)
This nontrivial relation is obtained because τa = (iσj , 1l) have different properties under conjugation:
(iσj)
† = −iσj, whereas 1l† = 1l. Then define
XM =
1
2
XMa τ
a =
1
2
(XM4 1l + iX
M
i σ
i) , (2.25)
obeying the reality condition
(XM )∗ = −ǫXM ǫ , (2.26)
where ǫ = −iσ2 is the antisymmetric 2d symbol. These fields are now in a representation of SO(4) ≃
SU(2)1 × SU(2)2, as bifundamental fields with one index in SU(2)1 and another one in SU(2)2,
i.e. (XI)αα˙, with α ∈ SU(2)1 and α˙ ∈ SU(2)2. Then (2.21) becomes
∂sX
m = −ikf˜ǫmnpqXnX†pXq . (2.27)
The corresponding fuzzy S3 equation
R2Xm = −ikǫmnpqXnX†pXq (2.28)
is thus the natural analogue of (2.14) for r = 1, since just as Xm and X†m
X+m = X
m and X−m = X
†m (2.29)
are bifundamental and conjugate bifundamental fields respectively. The constraints (2.15), originating
from the fact that X+m and X
−
m go from V+ to V− and vice-versa, are also immediately satisfied due
to the bifundamental nature of Xm.
Thus for r = 1 the GR fuzzy three-sphere, as seen in the new description (2.14), (2.15), matches
with the fuzzy S3 solution of the A4-theory. This is not too surprising since for r = 1 the fuzzy
3-sphere coordinates (2.1) reduce to just SO(4) Γ-matrices. Yet, as can be easily seen from the above,
the identification will not extend to r > 1 (or equivalently, 3-algebras other than A4 which are not
necessarily N = 8), since the SO(4) relation (2.24) was crucial in turning (2.21) into (2.27), which
can in turn be related to the GR fuzzy three-sphere.
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2.3 ABJM theory
To have any hope of seeing the r > 1 realisation of the GR fuzzy S3, one should depart from the A4-
theory and go to the ABJM model [14]. These are superconformal CS-matter theories generalising
[9] beyond SU(2) × SU(2) gauge groups, which in turn break N = 8 supersymmetry and SO(8)
R-symmetry. The choice leading to the theory dual to M2-branes on a C4/Zk singularity is the
one with U(N) × U(N), which is the case that we will be focusing on. One could still consider
the SU(N) × SU(N) case, which reduces to the A4-theory for N = 2, but for which no M-theory
dual interpretation has yet been found. Both these generically have explicit N = 6 supersymmetry
and SU(4) R-symmetry. Different kinds of gauge groups like U(M) × U(N) and O(M) × Sp(N)
have also been considered in the literature [32, 77]. A classification of all possibilities was made by
[78, 79]. Since in this case one has bifundamental matter fields right from the beginning, they will
automatically satisfy (2.15) and we might hope that we can obtain the GR fuzzy S3.
The authors of [80] expressed the original ABJM Lagrangian in component form. It employs
U(N) ×U(N) bifundamental matrix fields XM , organised into the complex variables
Z1 = X1 + iX2; Z2 = X3 + iX4; W1 = X
5† + iX6†; W2 = X7
†
+ iX8
†
, (2.30)
that is Zα, Z†α,Wα˙,W α˙†, with α, α˙ = 1, 2. Then, in terms of CI = (Zα,W α˙†) and C
†
I , one gets the
BPS fuzzy funnel equation (setting Wα˙ = 0)
∂sZ
α = −4a(ZβZ†βZα − ZαZ†βZβ) , (2.31)
where a some normalisation constant. It was suggested [33–35] that this gives a fuzzy S3 funnel, so
we will now test whether one can obtain the GR fuzzy S3 from it.
Since we have seen that for the A4-theory we employed the identification (2.29), and we know
how to obtain it as a particular case of the SU(N) × SU(N) ABJM theory for N = 2, we write the
ansatz
Z1 = X+1 + iX
+
2 , Z
†
1 = X
−
1 − iX−2
Z2 = X+3 + iX
+
4 , Z
†
2 = X
−
3 − iX−4 , (2.32)
which should certainly be correct for the r = 1 fuzzy sphere, but hopefully more.
Now, consider the fuzzy S3 equivalent of (2.31), studied in [33–35], which can be obtained through
the ansatz
Zα =
1√
8as
Gα (2.33)
and leads to
Gα = GβG†βG
α −GαG†βGβ . (2.34)
The real part for α = 1 then gives
Re{G1} = Re{GβG†βG1 −G1G†βGβ} . (2.35)
But with the ansatz (2.32) for Gα, the right hand side becomes
Re{GβG†βG1 −G1G†βGβ} = X+2 X−3 X+4 −X+2 X−4 X+3 +X+3 X−4 X+2 −X+4 X−3 X+2
+X+3 X
−
3 X
+
1 +X
+
4 X
−
4 X
+
1 −X+1 X−3 X+3 −X+1 X−4 X+4 . (2.36)
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For r = 1, when the fuzzy three-sphere coordinates reduce to SO(4) Γ-matrices, one has thatX+mX
−
n =
−X+n X−m and X−mX+n = −X−n X+m for m 6= n, while zero for m = n. This in turn means that (2.36)
reduces to just 4X+2 X
−
3 X
+
4 . Compared to the left hand side of the first equation in (2.14) for m = 1,
the difference is only a relative numerical factor of 4. Hence up to a constant rescaling there is a
matching between (2.35) and (2.14), as expected.
Since we have just seen the matching for r = 1, it will serve as a test for the formalism for r > 1.
However, we now have an r-dependent factor on the right hand side of (2.14), which means (2.36)
should end up being proportional to
r + 2
2[(r + 1)(r + 3) + 1]
ǫ1mnpX+mX
−
n X
+
p =
r + 2
2[(r + 1)(r + 3) + 1]
(
X+2 X
−
3 X
+
4 −X+2 X−4 X+3
+X+3 X
−
4 X
+
2 −X+4 X−3 X+2 +X+4 X−2 X+3 −X+3 X−2 X+4
)
.
(2.37)
The first line in (2.36) matches the first four terms of (2.37), but that is where the agreement stops.
The best case scenario would be if the final result were proportional to (2.37), yet still give 4X+2 X
−
3 X
+
4
for the r = 1 case, i.e. if the following were true
X+3 X
−
3 X
+
1 +X
+
4 X
−
4 X
+
1 −X+1 X−3 X+3 −X+1 X−4 X+4
?
=
2
3
[X+4 X
−
2 X
+
3 −X+3 X−2 X+4 ]−
1
3
[X+2 X
−
3 X
+
4 −X+2 X−4 X+3 +X+3 X−4 X+2 −X+4 X−3 X+2 ] ,
(2.38)
where the relative factor of 2 between the two brackets is such that the right hand side vanishes for
r = 1, and then the 23 and
1
3 factors are fixed by the requirement that the final result is proportional
to (2.37). But even if that were the case, one would end up with the same numerical factor on the
right hand side of (2.36) for any value of r > 1, instead of the r-dependent factor required by (2.37).
Thus the GR fuzzy S3 is not a solution to (2.34) for any r > 1, in agreement with the expectation
that one would have due to the absence of SO(4) R-symmetry for the above solution, which instead
only sports an SU(2) × U(1). In the following sections we will show that for r > 1 the geometry of
these solutions is instead a fuzzy S2.
3 Fuzzy two-sphere structure of M2-M5 ABJM solutions
As we have discussed in the previous section, the BPS equation for the ABJM scalars (2.31) was
conjectured to give a fuzzy 3-funnel, with the proposed 3-sphere equation (2.34). Equivalently, the
authors of [33] obtained a mass deformation of the ABJM-theory preserving maximal (N = 6)
supersymmetry, but breaking R-symmetry to SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1) ⊂ SU(4). The mass-deformed
theory has two sets of ground states written in terms of two sets of scalars Rα and Qα˙, the equivalent
of Zα and Wα˙ for the undeformed ABJM theory.
4 One set of ground-states corresponds to Qα˙ = 0
and Rα satisfying
−Rα = 2π
µk
(
RβR†βR
α −RαR†βRβ
)
. (3.1)
4We will give the ABJM and mass-deformed ABJM actions in due course. At the moment we wish to focus entirely
on the matrix structure of the funnel/ground-state solutions.
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The other set has Rα = 0 with Q†α˙ satisfying the equation (2.34). Both sets were given the interpre-
tation of a 3-sphere. Note that (3.1) is the same equation as (2.34). Hence, the above are directly
related to the funnel solutions of the undeformed ABJM theory and there is no difference in looking
at the proposed ‘fuzzy 3-funnel’ solution of ABJM or the proposed ‘fuzzy 3-sphere’ ground-states of
the mass-deformed theory. As a result, the latter solutions cannot admit the GR 3-sphere interpre-
tation either. In the following we will switch to the study of the ground-state solutions of [33] for
concreteness and examine their symmetries to find that they are actually the ones of a fuzzy 2-sphere.
We will later extrapolate the results to the funnel.
Notation: In this section, we will denote by k, l,m, n the matrix indices/indices of states in a
vector space, while keeping i, j = 1, ..., 3 as vector indices on the fuzzy S2. We will also use j for
the SU(2) spin and Ylm for S
2 spherical harmonics, following the standard notation. The distinction
should be clear by the context.
3.1 Ground-state matrices and symmetries
The ground-state solutions to (2.34) were found in [33] and are given by the following set of matrices
(G1)m,n =
√
m− 1 δm,n
(G2)m,n =
√
(N −m) δm+1,n
(G†1)m,n =
√
m− 1 δm,n
(G†2)m,n =
√
(N − n) δn+1,m . (3.2)
Using the decomposition (2.30) of the fuzzy complex coordinates Gα into real coordinates Xp, these
satisfy
4∑
p=1
XpX
p ≡ GαG†α = N − 1 , (3.3)
which at first glance would seem to indicate a fuzzy S3 structure.
However, note that in the above G1 = G†1 for the ground-state solution. With the help of (2.30)
this seems to suggest that X2 = 0 which is instead indicative of a fuzzy S
2 structure. Nevertheless,
given the fact that the r = 1 solution is in fact a fuzzy S3, one might still be open to the possibility
that the symmetries and fluctuations of this solution could tell a different story.
In the following, and as is usual in the case of fuzzy sphere constructions, the matrices Gα will be
used to construct both the symmetry operators (as bilinears in G,G† and acting on Gα themselves)
and fuzzy coordinates (used to expand in terms of spherical harmonics on the fuzzy sphere).
3.1.1 GG† relations
We start by calculating the GG† bilinears
(G1G†1)m,n = (m− 1) δmn
(G2G†2)mn = (N −m) δmn
(G1G†2)mn =
√
(m− 1)(N −m+ 1) δm,n+1
(G2G†1)mn =
√
(N −m)m δm+1,n
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(GαG†α)mn = (N − 1) δmn (3.4)
and examining their commutation relations. Defining Jαβ = G
αG†β we get
[Jαβ , J
µ
ν ] = δ
µ
βJ
α
ν − δαν Jµβ . (3.5)
These are commutation relations of the generators of U(2). The traceless combinations Jˆαβ = J
α
β −
1
2Jδ
α
β are generators of SU(2) and can equivalently be given in terms of the usual angular momentum-
type variables Ji = (σ˜i)
α
βJ
β
α ,5 where σ˜i = σ
T
i are the transpose of the Pauli matrices. Note that more
correctly, we should have written Jαβ = G
αG†β and
Ji = (σ˜i)
α
βJ
β
α = (σi)β
αJβα , (3.6)
but in the following we will stick to the notation Jαβ , as what kind of matrix multiplication we have
will be made clear from the context. The commutation relations of Ji can be calculated as
[Ji, Jj ] = 2iǫijkJk . (3.7)
Note that the trace J ≡ Jαα = N − 1 is a trivial U(1) ≃ U(2)/SU(2) generator, commuting with
everything.
3.1.2 G†G relations
Next, we calculate the G†G matrices
(G†1G
1)mn = (m− 1)δmn
(G†2G
2)mn = (N −m+ 1)δmn −Nδm1δn1
(G†1G
2)mn =
√
(m− 1)(N −m)δm+1,n
(G†2G
1)mn =
√
(m− 2)(N −m+ 1)δm,n+1
(G†αG
α)mn = Nδmn −Nδm1δm1 (3.8)
and define J¯βα = G
†
αGβ . The commutation relations then are
[J¯αβ , J¯
µ
ν ] = δ
µ
β J¯
α
ν − δαν J¯µβ . (3.9)
Similarly, we define traceless combinations ˆ¯Jαβ = J¯
α
β − 12 J¯δαβ which are generators of SU(2) and their
angular momentum-type variable counterparts J¯i = (σ˜i)
α
β J¯
β
α satisfy
[J¯i, J¯j ] = 2iǫijkJ¯k . (3.10)
Again, note that we should have written J¯α
β
= G†αGβ which emphasises that for J¯ , the lower index
is the first matrix index, and
J¯i = (σ˜i)
α
βJ¯α
β
= (σi)β
αJ¯α
β
, (3.11)
which emphasises that as matrices, J¯i is defined with the Pauli matrices, whereas Ji was defined with
their transpose. However, we will keep the notation J¯βα , as which matrix contraction one has will
once again be made clear from the context . The trace
(J¯)mn = (J¯
α
α )mn = Nδmn −Nδm1δn1 , (3.12)
5This observation was independently made by D. Rodr´ıguez-Go´mez.
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which is a U(1) ≃ U(2)/SU(2) generator, commutes with the SU(2) generators J¯i, though as a matrix
does not commute with the generators J12 and J
2
1 of the first set of SU(2) generators.
At this point, is seems that we have two SU(2)’s, i.e. SO(4) ≃ SU(2) × SU(2) as expected for a
3-sphere, but we will see that these are not independent.
3.2 Fuzzy S2 harmonics from U(N)× U(N¯) with bifundamentals
The first important observation is that Gα and G†α are bifundamental matrices of U(N) × U(N¯ ),
mapping between two different vector spaces. However, one can construct combinations of the above
that map each vector space back to itself, e.g. the form that we have just seen, GG†, being examples
of fundamental matrices for the vector space corresponding to the group U(N) and G†G for the vector
space corresponding to U(N¯). We next analyse this structure.
3.2.1 The adjoint of U(N)
The matrices GG† are acting on an N dimensional vector space that we will call V+. The space of
linear maps from V+ back to itself, End(V+), is the adjoint of the U(N) factor in the U(N)×U(N¯)
gauge group and GG† are examples of matrices belonging to it. The space V+ forms an irreducible
representation of SU(2) of spin j = N−12 , denoted by VN
V+ = VN . (3.13)
The set of all operators of the form GG†, GG†GG†, . . . belong in End(V+) and can be expressed in
terms of a basis of ‘fuzzy spherical harmonics’ defined using the SU(2) structure. Through the SU(2)
generators Ji we can form the fuzzy spherical harmonics as
Y 0 = 1
Y 1i = Ji
Y 2(i1i2) = J(i1Ji2)
Y l(i1···il) = J(i1 · · · Jil) . (3.14)
The brackets (i1 · · · il) denote symmetrisation. It is known that symmetrised elements with l > 2j =
N − 1 can be reexpressed in terms of lower l elements. The complete space of N × N matrices can
be expressed in terms of the fuzzy spherical harmonics with 0 ≤ l ≤ 2j = N − 1. One indeed checks
that
N2 =
2j∑
l=0
(2l + 1)2 . (3.15)
Then, a general matrix in the adjoint of U(N) is expanded as
A =
N−1∑
l=0
almYlm(Ji) , (3.16)
where
Ylm(Ji) =
∑
i
f
(i1...il)
lm Ji1 . . . Jil . (3.17)
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The Ylm(Ji) become the usual spherical harmonics in the ‘classical’ limit, when N → ∞ and the
cut-off in the angular momentum is removed.
In conclusion, all the matrices of U(N) can be organised into irreps of SU(2) constructed out of
Ji, which form the fuzzy spherical harmonics Ylm(Ji).
3.2.2 The adjoint of U(N¯ )
Similarly to the U(N) case, the matrices G†G,G†GG†G, . . ., are linear endomorphisms of V−. These
matrices are in the adjoint of the U(N¯ ) factor of the U(N)×U(N¯ ) gauge group, and will be organised
into irreps of the SU(2) constructed out of J¯i.
However, we now have an extra ingredient: We have already noticed in (3.12) that the U(1)
generator J¯ is nontrivial. We can express it as
J¯ = G†αG
α = N −NE¯11 . (3.18)
This means that End(V−) contains in addition to the identity matrix, the matrix E¯11 which is
invariant under SU(2). If we label the basis states in V− as |e−k 〉 with k = 1, ..., N , then E¯11 =
|e−1 〉〈e−1 |. This in turn means that V− is a reducible representation
V− = V −N−1 ⊕ V −1 . (3.19)
The first direct summand is the irrep of SU(2) with dimension N − 1 while the second is the one-
dimensional irrep. Indeed, one checks that the J¯i’s annihilate the state |e−1 〉, which is necessary for the
identification with the one-dimensional irrep to make sense. This follows because G1|e−1 〉 = G2|e−1 〉 =
0. Equivalently one has
GαE¯11 = 0 = E¯11G
†
β . (3.20)
As a result, the space End(V−) decomposes as follows
End(V−) = End(V −N−1)⊕End(V −1 )⊕Hom(V −N−1, V −1 )⊕Hom(V −1 , V −N−1) . (3.21)
The first summand has a decomposition in terms of another set of fuzzy spherical harmonics
Ylm(J¯i) =
∑
i
f
(i1...il)
lm J¯i1 . . . J¯il , (3.22)
for l going from 0 to N − 2, since
(N − 1)2 =
N−2∑
l=0
(2l + 1) . (3.23)
However, in this case one is only getting the matrices in the (N − 1) block, i.e. the End(V −N−1).
The second summand is just one matrix transforming in the trivial irrep. The remaining two N − 1
dimensional spaces of matrices cannot be expressed as products of J¯i. They are spanned by
E¯1k = |e−1 〉〈e−k | ≡ g−−1k
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E¯k1 = |e−k 〉〈e−1 | ≡ g−−k1 , (3.24)
which are the equivalent of zero mode spherical harmonics for Hom(V −N−1, V
−
1 )⊕Hom(V −1 , V −N−1).
Indeed, usual spherical harmonics Ylm are eigenfunctions of the symmetry operators ~L
2 and L3,
whereas E¯1k = g
−−
1k is a zero mode eigenfunction of the U(1) symmetry operator J¯ , i.e.
J¯E¯1k = 0 · E¯1k (3.25)
just as on a circle, we have6
R∂xe
2piinx
R = 0 · e 2piinxR ⇒ n = 0 . (3.26)
Hence we have the ‘zero mode spherical harmonics’ g−−1k and g
−−
k1
J¯g−−1k = 0 · g−−1k ; g−−k1 J¯ = 0 · g−−k1 . (3.27)
These also transform in the N − 1 dimensional irrep of SU(2) under the adjoint action of J¯i.
Therefore, one can expand a general matrix in the adjoint of U(N¯ ) as
A¯ = a¯0E¯11 +
N−2∑
l=0
a¯lmYlm(J¯i) +
N∑
k=2
bkg
−−
1k +
N∑
k=2
b¯kg
−−
k1 (3.28)
and note that we could have replaced E¯11 with the U(1) generator J¯ by redefining a¯0 and a¯00.
In the large N limit the Ylm(J¯i) become ordinary spherical harmonics of a scalar field on S
2, just
like Ylm(Ji). There are order N
2 of these modes, which is appropriate if one roughly think of the
fuzzy S2 as a space with linear dimensions discretised in N units. The mode a¯0 can be neglected at
large N . The modes bk and b¯k have order N degrees of freedom, and we will see that they will also
become irrelevant at large N , as expected.
3.2.3 Physical fluctuations: bifundamental (N, N¯) matrices
All the (N, N¯ ) bifundamental scalar matrices are of the type G,GG†G,GG†GG†G, . . . and form maps
from V− to V+, i.e. the space Hom(V−,V+). Since we intend to perform a fluctuation analysis of
the mass-deformed ABJM theory, in which the physical degrees of freedom are bifundamental, we
will also need to find out how the symmetries act on these matrices.
It is easy to check that the matrices Ga satisfy
G1G†2G
2 −G2G†2G1 = G1
G2G†1G
1 −G1G†1G2 = G2 . (3.29)
Using the definitions J3 = J
1
1 −J22 , J+ = J1+iJ2 = J12 , J− = J1−iJ2 = J21 and likewise J¯3 = J¯11 − J¯22 ,
J¯+ = J¯
1
2 , J¯− = J¯
2
1 , we find
J+G
2 −G2J¯+ = G1
J−G1 −G1J¯− = G2 . (3.30)
6J¯ is the U(1) Lie algebra element, just like R∂x.
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Notice that Ji by itself does not give a nice transformation of G
α. The Gα form a nice representation
of an action constructed from both Ji and J¯i. This means that the geometry we will be constructing
from bifundamental fluctuation modes has a single SU(2) symmetry, as opposed to two.
In fact, it is easy to see how we would have needed the above to be modified in order to obtain the
full SU(2)×SU(2) ≃ SO(4) symmetry: The Ji and J¯i ought to act independently. For instance, in [81],
the fuzzy S3 was obtained from the BMN Plane Wave Matrix Model [82] through the intermediate
step of a fuzzy S2. There, the matrices Xi were divided into Ns ×Nt subsets X(s,t)i . Then the SU(2)
generators in the js representation, L
(js)
i , acted separately on the two sides, giving an action expressed
in terms of
Li ◦X(s,t)i = L(js)i X(s,t)i −X(s,t)i L(jt)i , (3.31)
with an infinite set of s, t values for each side (in the large N limit), that can be used to create an
extra coordinate.
Under this single SU(2) symmetry, Eq. (3.30), G1 is the up-state of spin 12 , while G
2 is the down-
state. This implies that we should also have
J+G
1 −G1J¯+ = 0
J−G2 −G2J¯− = 0 , (3.32)
which follow trivially by writing out the SU(2) generators. One also checks that
J3G
1 −G1J¯3 = G1
J3G
2 −G2J¯3 = −G2 . (3.33)
These in fact follow from (3.29). We can summarise all of the above relations by writing
JiG
α −GαJ¯i = (σ˜i)αβGβ . (3.34)
The G1, G2 transform like the (1, 0) and (0, 1) column vectors of the spin-12 rep. Note that the J ’s
and J¯ ’s are matrices in the U(N)×U(N¯) Lie algebra.
By taking Hermitian conjugates in (3.34), we find that the G†α transform as
G†αJi − J¯iG†α = G†β(σ˜i)βα . (3.35)
To make the relation between the above and the U(N) × U(N¯ ) gauge group clear, it is useful to
construct matrices acting on V+ ⊕V−, i.e. 2N × 2N matrices. The Gα and G†α matrices are bifun-
damental, so we have
Gα =
(
0 Gα
G†α 0
)
, (3.36)
while the Ji, J¯i matrices are adjoint and
Ji =
(
Ji 0
0 J¯i
)
. (3.37)
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Hence, the Gα and G†a transformation laws can be summarised as a single law acting in the V+⊕V−
space, by
[Ji,G
α] =
(
0 JiG
α −GαJ¯i
J¯iG
†
α −G†αJi 0
)
=
(
0 (σ˜i)
α
βG
β
−G†β(σ˜i)βα 0
)
. (3.38)
The matrices Ji are elements of the U(N)×U(N¯) gauge Lie algebra. Their action on Gα is precisely
the gauge symmetry action corresponding to the fact that the matrices Rα transform as bifundamen-
tals. This embedding of a global symmetry into the gauge symmetry is an example of the mixing
of symmetries in soliton physics and has interesting physical consequences [83]. In this case, the
global SU(2) rotations
∫
d3xRαD0R
†
β do not leave the solution invariant. But combining the global
symmetries with rotations generated by Ji gives symmetries which do leave the solution invariant.
Hence the geometric SU(2) does survive as an invariance of the solution and acts on the space of
fluctuations.
3.2.4 Action of the full SU(2)×U(1)
Writing the action of the full SU(2) ×U(1) on the Gα, including the U(1) trace J¯ , we obtain
JαβG
γ −Gγ J¯αβ = δγβGα − δαβGγ . (3.39)
This implies the relations7
G†γJ
α
βG
γ = (N + 1)J¯αβ −Nδαβ +Nδαβ E¯11
Gγ J¯αβG
†
γ = (N − 2)Jαβ + (N − 1)δαβ . (3.40)
In terms of the Ji’s these equations are simpler
G†γJiG
γ = (N + 1)J¯i
Gγ J¯iG
†
γ = (N − 2)Ji , (3.41)
while taking Hermitian conjugates of (3.39) we obtain the U(2) transformation of G†α,
J¯αβG
†
γ −G†γJαβ = −δαγG†β + δαβG†γ . (3.42)
The consequence of the above equations is that Gα has charge 1 under the U(1) generator J¯ . This
means that a global U(1) symmetry action on Rα does not leave the solution invariant, but when
combined with the action of J¯ from the gauge group does lead to an invariance.
3.3 SU(2) harmonic decomposition of bifundamental matrices
As in the case of the U(N¯) matrices, the bifundamental matrices of the form G,GG†G, . . . giving
physical fluctuating fields, are not enough to completely fill Hom(V−,V+). Given the decomposition
V− = V −N−1 ⊕ V −1 , we decompose Hom(V−,V+) as
Hom(V−,V+) = Hom(V −N−1, V
+
N )⊕Hom(V −1 , V +N ) . (3.43)
7To obtain the first line one uses E¯11J¯
α
β = 0, since E¯11G
†
β = 0.
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The first summand has dimension N(N − 1). The second has dimension N . The N matrices in
Hom(V −1 , V
+
N ) form an irreducible representation of SU(2) of dimension N .
Since the V −N−1 and V
+
N are irreps. of SU(2) we can label the states with the eigenvalue of J¯3, J3
respectively. Given the normalisation of the SU(2) generators in (3.7), the conventionally defined spin
is
Jmax3
2 . The matrices in Hom(V
−
N−1, V
+
N ) are of the form |e+m〉〈e−n |, where m = −N+12 , −N+32 , ..., N−12 ,
n = −N+22 ,
−N+4
2 , ...,
N−2
2 denote the eigenvalues of
J3
2 . These are spanned by matrices of the form
G(J¯i1)(J¯i2) · · · (J¯il), i.e. the matrix G times matrices in End(V −N−1). To understand the cutoff on the
maximum value of l in the above ‘spherical harmonics’, note that acting on the lowest weight state
|e−−N+2
2
〉 we can have G1(J¯+)N−2 to obtain the highest weight state |e+N−1
2
〉. Operators of the form
G2(J¯+)
N−1 can be rewritten to have G1 first by using the relations (3.30).
The upshot is that operators in Hom(V −N−1, V
+
N ) transform in representations of spin l +
1
2 for
l = 0, ..., N − 2. The dimensions of these representations add up to
N−2∑
l=0
(2l + 2) = N(N − 1) . (3.44)
This then gives the SU(2) decomposition of Hom(V −N−1, V
+
N ) as follows
Hom(V −N−1, V
+
N ) =
N−2⊕
l=0
Vl+1/2 . (3.45)
On the other hand, the matrices in Hom(V −1 , V
+
N ) cannot be written in terms of the G’s and G
†’s
alone. Indeed, matrices |e+k 〉〈e−1 | ≡ Eˆk1 ∈ Hom(V −1 , V +N ) cannot be so expressed, because Gα acting
on |e−1 〉 gives zero. The index k runs over the N states in V+. The operators Eˆk1 are eigenfunctions
of the operator E¯11
Eˆk1E¯11 = Eˆk1 , (3.46)
with unit charge. They span the Hom(V −1 , V
+
N ) matrices.
Combining all of the above, the fluctuations rα of the bifundamental fields Rα can be expanded
in spherical harmonics as follows
rα = rαβG
β +
N∑
k=1
tαk Eˆk1 , (3.47)
with
rαβ =
N−2∑
l=0
(rlm)αβYlm(Ji) . (3.48)
We then decompose rαβ into a trace and a traceless part and define the fluctuating fields
sαβ = r
α
β −
1
2
δαβ r
γ
γ
r = rγγ
Tα = tαk Eˆk1 . (3.49)
Thus the complete expansion of the fluctuating field rα is given simply in terms of
rα = rGα + sαβG
β + Tα . (3.50)
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We could also have used equivalently
rα =
N−2∑
l=0
(rlm)αβG
βYlm(J¯i) +
N∑
k=1
tαk Eˆk1 (3.51)
using the spherical harmonics in J¯ in (3.28). This a signature for a Z2 symmetry of the fluctuation
action that will become manifest as we progress in our analysis. We will choose, without loss of
generality, to work with (3.50).
Until now we have focused on matrices in Hom(V−,V+) but the case of Hom(V+,V−) is similar.
The matrices G†, G†GG†, . . . will also form a representation of SU(2) given by J¯ ∼ G†G, times a G†
matrix. And again matrices Fˆ1k ≡ |e−1 〉〈e+k | ∈ Hom(V +N , V −1 ) cannot be so expressed, so one needs to
add an extra T †α = (tαk )
∗Fˆ1k fluctuation. In fact, the result for the complete fluctuating field can be
obtained by taking a Hermitian conjugate of (3.50), yielding
r†α = G
†
αr +G
†
βs
β
α + T
†
α . (3.52)
4 Action for matter fluctuations on the two-sphere
So far we have analysed the symmetries of the Gα matrices of (3.2) and found a single SU(2). In this
section we will begin computing the action for fluctuations around these ground-state solutions of the
mass-deformed ABJM theory [33]. Our aim in the following sections will be to write the resultant
action for the fluctuations in terms of a higher-dimensional worldvolume theory, which will make the
existence of a fuzzy S2 manifest.
The pure ABJM action is given by
SABJM =
∫
d3x
[
k
4π
ǫµνλTr
(
A(1)µ ∂νA
(1)
λ +
2i
3
A(1)µ A
(1)
ν A
(1)
λ −A(2)µ ∂νA(2)λ −
2i
3
A(2)µ A
(2)
ν A
(2)
λ
)
−Tr
(
DµC
†
ID
µCI
)
− iTr
(
ψI†γµDµψI
)
+
4π2
3k2
Tr
(
CIC†IC
JC†JC
KC†K + C
†
IC
IC†JC
JC†KC
K
+4CIC†JC
KC†IC
JC†K − 6CIC†JCJC†ICKC†K
)
+
2πi
k
Tr
(
C†IC
IψJ†ψJ − ψ†JCIC†IψJ − 2C†ICJψ†IψJ + 2ψ†JCIC†JψI
+ǫIJKLψIC
†
JψKC
†
L − ǫIJKLψ†ICJψ†KCL
)]
, (4.1)
where on the first two lines we have the CS gauge fields and kinetic terms, on the 3rd and 4th lines∫
d3x(−V6), where V6 is the scalar bosonic potential (sextic), and on the last two lines the fermionic
interactions. We will treat the CS and scalar kinetic terms in the first two lines separately in the
next section, as these will participate in a version of the Higgs mechanism. Focusing on the purely
bosonic sector will also prove enough for our purposes, hence we will not study the fluctuations for
the fermion fields in the rest of this paper, although doing so should be straightforward. Therefore,
in this section we will exclusively discuss the scalar potential terms.
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By splitting CI = (Rα, Qα), the mass deformation changes the potential to
V = |Mα|2 + |Nα|2 , (4.2)
where
Mα = µQα +
2π
k
(2Q[αQ†βQ
β] +RβR†βQ
α −QαR†βRβ + 2QβR†βRα)
Nα = −µRα + 2π
k
(2R[αR†βR
β] +QβQ†βR
α −RαQ†βQβ + 2RβQ†βQα) . (4.3)
In addition, the potential also involves a mass term µ for the fermions. At this point notice that
the massive deformation couples Rα with Qα; that is the reason we have used the same index α for
both, even though they had different kinds of indices in our treatment of funnels in the pure ABJM
theory. This coupling thus breaks the SO(6) invariance. Nevertheless, when writing down the full
scalar potential the terms that couple Rα and Qα vanish [33]. As a result, we will keep the different
notation in their respective indices that we used in the previous section with Rα and Qα˙.
4.1 Matrix fluctuation expansion
We now proceed to compute the action for quadratic fluctuations around the solution Rα = fGα.
Satisfying the classical equations of motion sets f2 = µk2pi . A general fluctuation of the fields is given
by8
Rα = fGα + rα , R†α = fG
†
α + r
†
α
Qα˙ = qα˙ , Q†α˙ = q
†
α˙
Aµ = Aµ , ψ
†I = ψ†I . (4.4)
This solution preserves an SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1) subgroup of the R-symmetry group and N = 6
supersymmetry [32, 33]. We will call these two SU(2) factors ‘geometric’ and ‘transverse’ respectively,
as the former will account for the geometric symmetry of the emergent fuzzy S2 by rotating the scalars
Rα entering the solution, while the transverse acts on the Qα˙, which are zero on the solution. The
vector index I of SU(4) decomposes into the (12 , 0) ⊕ (0, 12) of SU(2) × SU(2). This is clear since we
have CI = (Rα, Qα˙), as seen in Section 2.
In writing the fluctuation action, the symmetry operators that we will use along with the fields
are
Jαβ = G
αG†β , Jˆ
α
β = J
α
β −
1
2
δαβJ , J = J
γ
γ = N − 1 ,
J¯αβ = G
†
βG
α , ˆ¯J
α
β = J¯
α
β −
1
2
δαβ J¯ , J¯ = J¯
γ
γ = N −NE¯11 (4.5)
and
Lαβ(qγ˙) = Jˆαβ qγ˙ − qγ˙ ˆ¯Jαβ . (4.6)
8For notational economy we use the same symbol for the gauge field and fermion fluctuations as for the classical
fields. We hope that this will not cause confusion.
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The Lαβ give the action of the geometric SU(2) on the field qα˙, which will become a derivative
(translation operator) in the classical limit. On the rαβ and Aµ fluctuations, the same will be given
by the adjoint action of
Ji = (σ˜i)
α
βJ
β
α , J
α
β =
(N − 1)
2
δαβ +
1
2
Ji(σ˜i)
α
β . (4.7)
Then [Ji, · ] acts as a derivative (translation operator) on the 2-sphere in the classical limit, while at
finite N it can be thought of as a ‘fuzzy derivative’ operator.
As we have already seen in (3.50) and (3.52), the scalar fluctuations rα can be decomposed in
terms of fields r, sαβ and T
α. We will not consider Tα for the best part of this section, as we will see
towards the end that it will decouple when we keep fluctuations up to quadratic order. Thus, we
write
rα = rGα + sαβG
β
r†α = G
†
αr +G
†
βs
β
α , (4.8)
where r and sαβ have an expansion in the fuzzy spherical harmonics of End(V
+), given in terms
of 1, GG†, . . .. We have assumed that r† = r and s† = s. Instead of sαβ we will also find it more
convenient to use the vector field si defined as
si = s
β
α(σ˜i)
α
β , s
α
β =
1
2
si(σ˜i)
α
β . (4.9)
This way we have traded the two complex fluctuations rα with four real fields on S2. These will be
like the fluctuations Ai of Xi + Ai in usual matrix realisations of the fuzzy 2-sphere [23, 26]. From
the si we will get a radial scalar Jisi + siJ¯i and a gauge field Aa on the sphere.
4.1.1 Fluctuations for the transverse scalars: sextic terms
The ABJM potential for the scalars is purely sextic. However, the mass-deformed theory of [33] or
equivalently (as we will see shortly through the kinetic terms) the funnel solution, also have a quartic
and a quadratic piece. We will evaluate these contributions separately, starting with the ABJM sextic
potential V6 =
4pi2
3k2 Vˆ , which is composed of 4 terms. We denote these by
Vˆ1 = −Tr (CIC†ICJC†JCKC†K)
Vˆ2 = −Tr (C†ICIC†JCJC†KCK)
Vˆ3 = −4Tr (CIC†JCKC†ICJC†K)
Vˆ4 = 6Tr (C
IC†JC
JC†IC
KC†K) . (4.10)
By plugging the transverse fluctuations ansatz into the above we find that the quadratic terms in
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qα˙ give
Vˆ1 → −3(N − 1)2Tr (qβ˙q†β˙)
Vˆ2 → −3N2Tr (q†α˙qα˙) + 3N2Tr (q†α˙qα˙E¯11)
Vˆ3 → 6Tr (q†β˙J
γ
α − J¯γαq†β˙)(J
α
γ q
β˙ − qβ˙J¯αγ )− 12N(N − 1)Tr (q†β˙q
β˙)
+6N(N − 1)Tr (q†
β˙
qβ˙E¯11)
Vˆ4 → 18N(N − 1)Tr (qα˙q†α˙)− 12N(N − 1)Tr (q†β˙q
β˙E¯11) , (4.11)
where we have made use of the definitions and identities in (4.5) as well as (3.20). Now, using the
relation
6Tr (q†
β˙
Jγα−J¯γαq†β˙)(J
α
γ q
β˙−qβ˙J¯αγ ) = 6Tr
(
Lγα(qβ˙)†Lαγ (qβ˙)
)
+3Tr (qβ˙q†
β˙
)+3N(N−2)Tr (q†
β˙
qβ˙E¯11) (4.12)
one can easily see that the mass terms cancel and that the final answer for the transverse scalar
fluctuations is
V ⊥6 =
4π2f4
3k2
6Tr
(
Lγα(qβ˙)†Lαγ (qβ˙)
)
. (4.13)
Thus we are getting the gradient (kinetic) terms of the qα˙ fields on the fuzzy S2. These 2 complex
scalars are massless at this level, but we have an explicit mass term for the full CI fields in the
mass-deformed theory.
4.1.2 Fluctuations for the parallel scalars: sextic terms
Next we analyse the fluctuations rα. The calculations are rather involved, so here we present only
the final results. Some identities and intermediate steps are presented in Appendix A.
It is useful to organise the parallel fluctuations into ones separately involving only r2, s2 and r-s.
Restricting to r2 terms coming from rα ∼ rGα one has
Vˆ1 → −9(N − 2)Tr ([Ji, r][Ji, r])− 3(N − 1)(17N2 − 18N − 15)Tr (r2)
Vˆ2 → 12(N − 1)Tr ([Ji, r][Ji, r]) +N(N − 1)(69N − 72)Tr (r2)
Vˆ3 → −3(N − 2)Tr ([Ji, r][Ji, r])− 12(N − 1)(N2 − 3N)Tr (r2)
Vˆ4 → −3NTr ([Ji, r][Ji, r]) + 6N(N − 1)(N − 3)Tr (r2) , (4.14)
where we have implemented the following relation
Tr
(
Jαβ rJ
β
αr
)
=
1
2
Tr ([Ji, r][Ji, r]) +N(N − 1)Tr (r2) . (4.15)
Therefore, the contribution from these terms is
V r
2
6 = −
4π2
3
f4
k2
[
3(N − 4)Tr ([Ji, r][Ji, r])− 45(N − 1)Tr (r2)
]
. (4.16)
For the s2 terms we obtain
Vˆ1 → −3
4
(N − 1)Tr ((siJisjJj + JisiJjsj)− 3
2
(N − 1)Tr (JisisjJj)
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+
3
4
iǫijk(N − 1)2Tr (siJjsk)− 3
4
(N − 1)3Tr (sisi)
Vˆ2 → −3
4
N(N − 1)(N − 4)Tr (sisi) + 3N
4
(5N − 4)iǫijkTr (siJjsk)
−3
2
NTr (JisiJjsj + siJisjJj)− 3
4
NTr (sisi)
Vˆ3 → −3
2
(N − 1)(2N2 − 3N + 5)Tr (sisi)− 6NTr (siJiJjsj)
+
3
2
(3N2 − 10N + 5)iǫijkTr (siJjsk) + 3
2
Tr (JisiJjsj)
+
9
4
Tr (sisi)− 3
2
(2N − 3)Tr (JisiJjsj + siJisjJj)
−9
4
iǫijkTr ((JisjJk)(slJl + Jlsl)) +
3
8
iǫijkTr (Jisjsk)
Vˆ4 → 3
2
(N − 1)2(3N − 4)Tr (sisi) + 3
2
(N − 1)Tr (sisi)
+
3
2
(4N − 3)Tr (JisiJjsj + siJisjJj)− 3
2
(N − 1)(7N − 4)iǫijkTr (siJjsk)
−3
2
iǫijkTr ((JisjJk)(Jlsl + slJl)) + 3(2N − 1)Tr (siJiJjsj) , (4.17)
where we have defined the ‘fuzzy Laplacian’
sk ≡ [Jp, [Jp, sk]] . (4.18)
Adding up the above contributions and using identities in (A.9) one arrives at
V s
2
6 =−
4π2
3
f4
k2
[3
4
(N − 1)Tr (sisi)− 3
4
(N + 1)Tr ([Ji, si]
2) +
3
4
(4N − 1)iǫijkTr (siJksk)
− 3
4
NTr (sisi) +
3
8
iǫijkTr (Jisjsk + siJjsk)
]
.
(4.19)
For the r-s fluctuations we get
Vˆ1 → −15
2
(N − 1)2Tr (r(s.J + J.s))
Vˆ2 → −3
2
N(5N − 4)Tr (r(siJi + Jisi)) + 6NiǫijkTr (r(JisjJk))
Vˆ3 → 3Tr (rsiJi + rJisi)− 6(5N2 − 7N + 1)Tr (r(Jisi + siJi))
+12(N − 1)iǫijkTr (r(JisjJk))
Vˆ4 → 3Tr ((JirJi)(sjJj + Jjsj))− 18(N − 1)iǫijkTr (r(JisjJk))
+21(N − 1)(2N − 1)Tr (r(siJi + Jisi)) . (4.20)
Collecting these terms and using identities in (A.10)
V r-s6 = −
4π2
3
f4
k2
[
− 9
4
Tr (r(siJi + Jisi)) +
3
4
Tr (r(Jisi + siJi))− 9
2
Tr (r(siJi + Jisi))
]
. (4.21)
4.1.3 Quartic bosonic potential terms
At Qα˙ = 0, the bosonic quartic term in the potential, linear in µ, for the massive deformation of [33]
is
V4 =
8πµ
k
Tr (R[αR†βR
β]R†α) . (4.22)
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Using that J
[α
β J
β]
α =
(N−1)
2 , we get for the r
2 terms
V r
2
4 =
8πµf2
k
[1
2
Tr ([Ji, r][Ji, r]) + 3(N − 1)Tr (r2)
]
. (4.23)
Using the second identity (A.5) we get for the s2 terms
V s
2
4 =
8πµf2
k
[1
8
Tr ([Ji, si]
2) +
1
8
Tr (sisi)− 1
4
(N − 1)Tr [sisi]− 1
4
(2N − 1)iǫijkTr (siJjsk)
]
. (4.24)
The r-s terms are with the help of (A.4)
V r-s4 =
8πµf2
k
[
− iǫijkTr (rJisjJk) + 1
2
Tr (r(siJi + Jisi))
]
. (4.25)
There is a priori also a quartic term V q
2
4 involving the q’s from (4.2)-(4.3), but after a short calculation
one can check that it in fact vanishes.
4.1.4 Quadratic bosonic potential terms
From (4.3) the bosonic mass term is
V2 = −µ2Tr [RαR†α +Qα˙Q†α˙] (4.26)
and can be easily evaluated on the solution. From it we obtain
V r-s-q2 = −µ2
[1
4
(N − 1)Tr (sisi) + (N − 1)Tr (r2) + 1
2
Tr (r(siJi + Jisi))
−1
4
iǫijkTr (siJjsk) + q
α˙q†α˙
]
. (4.27)
4.1.5 The Tα fluctuations
Until now we have neglected the Tα terms. However, we have seen that the full expansion of the Rα
scalars actually is
Rα = fGα + rGα + sαβG
β + Tα
R†α = fG
†
α +G
†
αr +G
†
βs
β
α + T
†
α . (4.28)
Since these fluctuations are of order N , while the ones we have already consider of order N2, we
assumed that they will not play a role in our large-N calculation. However, in order to show that
they have been rightfully neglected let us look at some terms involving the Tα’s. A mass term
TrR†αRα gives the new contribution
µ2Tr (R†αR
α) → µ2Tr (T †αTα)
= µ2
∑
k
tαk (t
α
k )
∗Tr (Eˆk1Fˆ1k)
= µ2
∑
k
tαk (t
α
k )
∗ . (4.29)
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Note that we do not get cross terms between T and the r, s at quadratic order in the fluctuations
because
GαFˆ1K = 0
EˆK1G
†
α = 0 , (4.30)
which follow from the previously established relations
Gα|e−1 〉 = 0
〈e−1 |G†α = 0 . (4.31)
Following the above through for all possible contributions it is clear that the combinations that appear
are
TαT †β =
N∑
k,l=1
tαk (t
β
l )
∗|e+k 〉〈e+l | ≡ Kαβ ∈ End(V+)
T †αT
β =
∑
k
tαk (t
β
k)
∗|e−1 〉〈e−1 | ∼ E¯11 ∈ End(V −1 ) . (4.32)
However, because of equations (4.30) and (4.31) one finds that in any expression that involves G’s the
T †αT β yields zero, much in the same fashion as similar terms also did in the r, s calculation. On the
other hand TαT †β ≡ Kαβ does not give zero and should admit an expansion in terms of fuzzy spherical
harmonics. By evaluating all contributions to the scalar potential
V T → −µ2[(N2 − 8N + 6)Tr (Kαα ) + (N − 8)Tr (Kαβ Jβα )] (4.33)
and one explicitly finds no mixing between T and r, s at quadratic order in the fluctuating fields.
Hence, the Tα fluctuation truly decouples from the rest of our discussion, as expected.
4.2 Fluctuations and bosonic field theory on the classical S2
To summarise, the action of fluctuations on the fuzzy S2 coming from the bosonic potential is
V = V r
2
6 + V
s2
6 + V
⊥
6 + V
r-s
6 + V
r-s-q
2 + V
r-s
4
= −4π
2
3
f4
k2
[
3(N − 4)Tr ([Ji, r][Ji, r])− 45(N − 1)Tr (r2)
]
−4π
2
3
f4
k2
[3
4
(N − 1)Tr (sisi)− 3
4
(N + 1)Tr ([Ji, si]
2) +
3
4
(4N − 1)iǫijkTr (siJksk)
−3
4
NTr (sisi) +
3
8
iǫijkTr (Jisjsk + siJjsk)
]
+
4π2f4
3k2
6Tr
(
Lγα(qβ˙)†Lαγ (qβ˙)
)
−4π
2
3
f4
k2
[
− 9
4
Tr (r(siJi + Jisi)) +
3
4
Tr (r(Jisi + siJi))− 9
2
Tr (r(siJi + Jisi))
]
−µ2
[1
4
(N − 1)Tr (sisi) + (N − 1)Tr (r2) + 1
2
Tr (r(siJi + Jisi))− 1
4
iǫijkTr (siJjsk)
+qα˙q†α˙
]
+
8πµf2
k
[
− iǫijkTr (rJisjJk) + 1
2
Tr (r(siJi + Jisi))
]
. (4.34)
We now turn to the understanding of the classical (large N) limit, when the fuzzy S2 becomes a
commutative S2, in which the above expression simplifies considerably. This makes use of a corre-
spondence between the fuzzy sphere matrix algebra and the algebra of functions on S2 that is familiar
from Matrix Theory and has seen a number of similar applications [23–26, 28–30].
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4.2.1 Geometric decomposition of si
The fluctuations are fields on a fuzzy S2 and at large N they become fields on S2. This S2 is described
as being embedded in R3. We have already seen that the coordinates Ji have the property
J2i = (N
2 − 1)
[Ji, Jj ] = 2iǫijkJk . (4.35)
When we define xi =
Ji√
N2−1 we get
x2i = 1
[xi, xj ] =
2i√
N2 − 1ǫijkxk . (4.36)
So these are the coordinates on the sphere that become commuting in the large N limit. Moreover,
the appropriately normalised Tr becomes an integral over the unit S2
1
N
Tr →
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ , (4.37)
where σα = (θ, φ). The adjoint action of Ji also has a well defined large N limit, which we can
identify with the action of Killing vectors [23, 26]
[Ji, · ] = −2iǫijkxj∂k = −2iKi = −2iKai ∂a . (4.38)
The vector fields Ki = ǫijkxj∂k obey xiKi = 0. The index a above runs over (θ, φ), and so we
have an expansion in terms of partial derivatives of the angular coordinates on the sphere. In the
following ǫθφ = 1, hˆab is the metric on the unit sphere, which we use to raise and lower indices, and
ωab = ǫab/
√
hˆ is the inverse of the symplectic form. For explicit expressions and identities we refer
to Appendix A.2.
One can easily see that the ‘fuzzy Laplacian’  defined in (4.18) can be related to the geometric
Laplacian ˆ on the sphere
 = [Ji, [Ji, ·]] = −4Kaj ∂aKbj∂b·
= −4∂a∂a − 4Kap (∂aKbp)∂b
= −4 1√
hˆ
∂a(
√
hˆ ∂a) ≡ −4ˆ , (4.39)
with
xi = −4ˆxi = 8xi . (4.40)
We will then decompose the si as [23, 26]
si = K
a
i Aa + xiφ . (4.41)
The si transform as vectors of the SO(3) rotational symmetry of the embedding R
3. The Aa transform
as vectors of the SO(2) tangent space group of the embedded sphere. We are decomposing 3 = 2+ 1
to get a vector and scalar of SO(2): The vector will give gauge fields on the S2 and the scalar will
correspond to radial motions.
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4.2.2 Transverse scalars
Recall from (4.13) that we have
V ⊥6 =
4π2f4
3k2
6Tr
(
Lγα(qβ˙)†Lαγ (qβ˙)
)
, (4.42)
which can be rewritten as
V ⊥6 = µ
2Tr [(q†
β˙
Ji − J¯iq†β˙)(Jiq
β˙ − qβ˙J¯i)] . (4.43)
The qα˙ are still bifundamentals but are essentially different from the bifundamental fields that we
studied in Section 3.3, since they have a transverse spinor index α˙ and no indices (scalars) on the S2.
They can be decomposed in terms of spherical harmonics as
qα˙ =
N−1∑
l=0
(Qα˙α)lmYlm(Ji)G
α = Qα˙αG
α , (4.44)
where in the last equality we have transformed to a representation in terms of commuting spinors on
S2, Qα˙α, decomposed in usual spherical harmonics, and a G
α.9
In terms of the scalar representation qα˙, we can obtain an expression that takes the form of the
usual massless scalar action. To do this, we must first extend the definition of the usual angular
derivatives ∂a which act on xi, to act on a larger algebra including G
α. This will allow the definition
of ∂aq
α˙. We start by defining the adjoint action of Ki on G
α as
− 2iKai ∂a(Gα) = −2iKi(Gα) ≡ N(xiGα −Gαx¯i) = [(σ˜i)αβ − xiδαβ ]Gβ . (4.45)
The algebra generated by xi, G
α, G†α is constrained by xi = 1N (σ˜j)
β
αGαG
†
β and one can check that the
consistency condition
Ki(xj) = Ki
(
1
N
(σ˜j)
β
αG
αG†β
)
= ǫijkxk (4.46)
is satisfied, as expected. In particular, using the projector
Kai habK
b
j = δij − xixj (4.47)
we find
∂a(G
α) =
1
−2ihabK
b
i (σ˜i)
α
βG
β . (4.48)
With these definitions, the operator whose square appears in (4.43) becomes in the large N limit
Jiq
α˙ − qα˙J¯i = −2iKi(qα˙) + xiqα˙ . (4.49)
The sextic term then gives
V ⊥6 → 4µ2N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
[
hab∂aq
†
α˙∂bq
α˙ +
1
4
q†α˙q
α˙
]
. (4.50)
9We will see in Section 7 that Gα is the matrix-version of a ‘twistor-like’ coordinate for the classical Hopf fibration
of S3 over S2.
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The quadratic part of the potential cancels the above mass term, since
V ⊥2 → −µ2N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ q†α˙q
α˙ , (4.51)
so that the full quadratic action for the scalars is just the usual massless term
V ⊥ → 4µ2N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ hab ∂aq
†
α˙∂bq
α˙ . (4.52)
Although the fields qα˙ contain the elements Gα of an extended algebra, the Lagrangian above contains
bilinears which can be expressed in terms of xi. Hence the action obtained as an integral over angles
on the 2-sphere is well-defined.
In order to have fields depending only on the usual Cartesian sphere coordinates xi, one needs to
go to the commuting spinor representation using (4.44). At large N
JiQ
α˙
αG
α −Qα˙αGαJ¯i = [Ji, Qα˙α]Gα + (σ˜i)αγQα˙αGγ , (4.53)
which is equivalent to (4.49) and implies
JiQ
α˙
αG
α −Qα˙αGαJ¯i = −2iKai (∂aQα˙α)Gα + (σ˜i)αγQα˙αGγ
= −2iKai
(
(∇a)αγQα˙α
)
Gγ + xiQ
α˙
αG
α , (4.54)
with the definition of ∇ given by
(∇a)αγ = δαγ ∂a +
1
−2ihabK
b
j (σ˜j)
α
γ . (4.55)
In these variables the sextic action for the transverse scalars then becomes
V ⊥6 → 4µ2N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
[
hˆab
(
(∇a)αγQα˙α
)
Jγβ
(
(∇b)βµQµα˙
)
+
1
4
Qα˙αJ
α
βQ
β
α˙
]
= 2µ2N2
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
[
hˆab
(
(∇a)αγQα˙α
)
(δγβ + xi(σ˜i)
γ
β)
(
(∇b)βµQµα˙
)
+
1
4
Qα˙α(δ
α
β + xi(σ˜i)
α
β)Q
β
α˙
]
.
(4.56)
The spinor transformation property of Qα˙α under the geometric SU(2) is interesting and we will
comment on it in Section 8. The fact that the large N action for Qα˙α can be written compactly, in this
large k semiclassical analysis, in terms of qα˙ (which contains the Gα) will be interpreted in Section 7
in terms of a reduction of the Hopf fibre S1 of S3 to a Z2.
4.2.3 Parallel scalars: The sextic s2 terms
From (4.19) we have for the sextic s2 terms
V s
2
6 =−
4π2
3
f4
k2
[3
4
(N − 1)Tr (sisi)− 3
4
(N + 1)Tr ([Ji, si]
2) +
3
4
(4N − 1)iǫijkTr (siJksk)
− 3
4
NTr (sisi) +
3
8
iǫijkTr (Jisjsk + siJjsk)
]
.
(4.57)
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The term Tr (sisi) contains mass terms for the gauge field and the radial scalar. However, there are
also other hidden mass terms that could cancel the former. In fact it would be surprising if the gauge
field had a mass. Note that Tr (sisi) gives a mass to the diagonal of the U(N) × U(N¯) gauge field,
which needs to cancel if the story is to be similar to [7]. It was observed in [26] that there can be
highly nontrivial cancellations of mass terms for gauge fields, some of which only become apparent
after using the equations of motion.
Upon converting the terms using (4.41) we find the following in the large N limit: For the ijk-
antisymmetric term
iǫijkTr (Jisjsk)→ N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
(−hˆabAaAb + ωabφFab − 2φ2) . (4.58)
For sisi one easily gets
Tr (sisi)→ N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ(hˆabAaAb + φ
2) . (4.59)
We also have an extra term of the type iǫijk(Jisjsk + siJjsk) at leading order in N . However this
will yield a zero result since
iǫijk(Jisjsk + siJjsk) ∼ Niǫijk(xiKajAa +Kai Aaxj)ˆsk = 0 , (4.60)
by relabelling and since the K’s and x’s commute. We are left with the sisi and [Ji, si]
2 terms. One
could evaluate these directly. However, it is simpler to use the following alternative method:
First compute [Ji, sj]− [Jj , si]
Fij ≡ [Ji, sj ]− [Jj , si]
= 2iǫijkK
a
kAa − 2iKai KbjFab + 4iǫijkxkφ+ 2i(xiKj(φ)− xjKi(φ)) . (4.61)
Now observe that
Tr (FijFij) = 2Tr [Ji, sj ][Ji, sj]− 2Tr [Ji, sj][Jj , si]
= −2Tr sjsj − 2Tr [Ji, si]2 + 2iǫijkTr sj[Jk, si] , (4.62)
where in the above we have also made use of the Jacobi identity. So we see that the combination
Tr sjsj + Tr [Ji, si]
2 that we would like to evaluate can be directly related to TrF2ij . Now using
(4.58) and (4.61) we can easily calculate Tr (FijFij)
Tr (FijFij)→ N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
(
−8AaAa − 4FabF ab − 32φ2 − 8∂aφ∂aφ+ 24ωabFabφ
)
. (4.63)
Combining all of the above and using (4.39), we find that the s2-type terms give, in the large N limit
V s
2
6 →
4π2
3
f4
k2
N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
(
3Nφˆφ− 3
2
NF abFab+9Nω
abφFab− 45
4
Nφ2− 9
4
NAaAa+O(1)
)
. (4.64)
4.2.4 Parallel scalars: The sextic r2 and r-s terms
We follow similar steps for these terms. Note that
Tr [Ji, r][Ji, r]→ −N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ(∂ar˜∂ar˜) , (4.65)
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where r˜ = 2r,
Jisi + siJi → 2
√
N2 − 1 φ+O(1) = 2Nφ+O(1) (4.66)
and
iǫijkTr [r(JisjJk)] =
1
4
r[(siJi)− (si)Ji] = 1
4
r[(Jisi)− Ji(si)]
→ N2
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ[−r˜φ+ 1
2
ωabFabr˜] . (4.67)
Thus to leading order we obtain
V r
2,r-s
6 → −
4π2
3
f4
k2
12N2
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
(
1
2
r˜ˆφ− 3
4
r˜ωabFab − 15
8
r˜φ− 1
4
∂ar˜∂ar˜ − 15
16
r˜2
)
+O(N) . (4.68)
Combining everything the sextic potential gives the following quadratic fluctuations at leading order
V
r,s(quad)
6 → −6N2
4π2
3
f4
k2
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
(F 2ab
4
+
[∂a(r˜ + φ)]
2
2
− 3
2
(r˜ + φ)ωabFab +
3
8
AaAa +
15
8
(r˜ + φ)2
)
.
(4.69)
4.2.5 The quartic and quadratic terms
For the quartic terms we find
V4 → N
2
4
8πµf2
k
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
(
AaAa + 3(r˜ + φ)
2 − 2ωabFab(r˜ + φ)
)
, (4.70)
where everything else is of order one.
The quadratic terms are
V2 → −µ2N
2
4
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ(AaAa + (r˜ + φ)
2 +
4
N
qα˙q†α˙)
= −µ2N
2
4
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ(AaAa + (r˜ + φ)
2 + 2Qβ˙α(δ
α
β + xi(σ˜i)
α
β)Q
β
β˙
) . (4.71)
4.2.6 Collecting all potential terms
We remind that the equations of motion require that we have f2 = kµ2pi . By taking this into account,
the mass terms for the gauge fields cancel and we obtain the following simple final result
V ||(rαβ )→ −2N2µ2
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
(1
4
F 2ab +
1
2
(∂a(r˜ + φ))
2 +
1
2
(r˜ + φ)2 − 1
2
ωabFab(r˜ + φ)
)
(4.72)
and
V ⊥(qα˙) → 4µ2N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ hˆab ∂aq
†
α˙∂bq
α˙
= 2µ2N2
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
[
hˆab
(
(∇a)αγQα˙α
)
(δγβ + xi(σ˜i)
γ
β)
(
(∇b)βµQµα˙
)]
.
(4.73)
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4.2.7 The disappearance of the r˜ − φ mode in the classical S2
We notice that the above potential depends only on the r˜ + φ combination. The fluctuation of the
parallel scalars, expressed using the large N limit expansion of si, is
rα = rGα + sαβG
β = rGα +
(
Kai Aa +
Ji
N
φ
)(σ˜i)αβ
2
Gβ (4.74)
and can be rewritten, using
Ji(σ˜i)
α
β
2
Gβ = JαβG
β − N − 1
2
Gα
JαβG
β = Gα(G†βG
β) = GαN(1− E¯11) (4.75)
and GαE¯11 = 0, as
rα = Kai Aa
(σ˜i)
α
β
2
Gβ + rGα + φ
Gα
N
(
J¯ − N − 1
2
)
= Kai Aa
(σ˜i)
α
β
2
+ rGα + φ
Gα
N
(N + 1
2
−NE¯11
)
→ Kai Aa
(σ˜i)
α
β
2
Gβ +
r˜ + φ
2
Gα . (4.76)
Thus at the classical level, there is no r˜−φ fluctuation at all, only r˜+φ. This fact is not an accident:
The disappearance of this mode is related to the fact that expanding around the ground-state solution
triggers a form of the Higgs mechanism, which renders a linear combination of the CS gauge fields
dynamical, as we will see next. In that context, the combination r˜ − φ plays the role of a Goldstone
boson.
A finite N version of the above calculation, keeping track of the commutators between xi =
Ji√
N2−1
and φ, leads to
rα = Kai Aa
(σ˜i)
α
β
2
Gβ +
ϕ
2
Gα , (4.77)
where
ϕ =
(
2r +
√
N + 1
N − 1φ
)
= 2r + φ
(
1 +
1
N
+
1
2N2
+ · · ·
)
Aa = Aa − i ∂aφ√
N2 − 1 . (4.78)
Note that the last line is a standard gauge transformation of Aa.
This indicates that our framework for the large N action can be extended to subleading orders
in the 1N expansion without a drastic change in field content. This is consistent with the philosophy
of large N collective field theory [84], where classical field theories capture large N dynamics and
1
N interactions are described by ordinary field theoretic interaction terms. In the case at hand, the
subleading corrections will be related to the geometry of the fuzzy S2. This is not to say that the
extension to subleading orders is trivial. For example the fact that φ can be expressed as φ = siJi ∼
Jisi at large N is no longer true, since we have to take in to account [Ji, si] 6= 0.
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4.3 The fuzzy funnel case
Up to now, we have focused on the theory around the fuzzy sphere solution of [33]. However, it is
straightforward to see that the case of the fuzzy funnel solution of the undeformed ABJM theory is
exactly the same as far as the action for fluctuations is concerned. Indeed, the Hamiltonian for the
funnel solution with Qα˙ = 0 and Rα 6= 0 is given by [35]
H ∝
∫
dx1ds Tr
∣∣∣∣R˙α − 2πk R[αR†βRβ]
∣∣∣∣
2
+ topological term , (4.79)
where s is the M2 worldvolume direction extending away from the M5-brane in the M2⊥M5 funnel
and a dot denotes differentiation with respect to that coordinate. The BPS condition is solved by
Rα = f(s)Gα where f(s) =
√
k
4πs
. (4.80)
The background field plus fluctuations will be
Rα = f(s)
(
Gα + rGα + sαβG
β
)
≡ f(s)Rα0 , (4.81)
with Rα0 the fluctuating fuzzy sphere field.
10 We also have
R˙α = −2π
k
f(s)3
(
Gα + rGα + sαβG
β
)
≡ −2π
k
f(s)3Rα0 . (4.82)
Then the Hamiltonian picks up a common prefactor that we can ignore, since it will just normalise
the overall coefficient
H ∝ 4π
2
k2
f(s)6
∫
dx1ds Tr
∣∣∣∣Rα0 − 2πk R[α0 R†0βRβ]0
∣∣∣∣
2
+ topological term (4.83)
and after expanding the above the matrix form of every term can be exactly related back to the
sextic, quartic and quadratic potential terms of [33].
Hence, there is no difference between the fuzzy funnel and the mass-deformed cases, except for
the profile function being a function of s in the former, f(s), while a function of the mass-deformation
parameter µ in the latter, f(µ), and our calculation will go through essentially unchanged.
5 The CS-Higgs system and the Higgs mechanism
We now turn our attention to the fluctuations analysis of the CS-Higgs action in the first two lines
of (4.1), that is∫
d3x
[
k
4π
ǫµνρTr [A(1)µ ∂νA
(1)
ρ +
2i
3
A(1)µ A
(1)
ν A
(1)
λ −A(2)µ ∂νA(2)ρ −
2i
3
A(2)µ A
(2)
ν A
(2)
λ ]− Tr [DµC†IDµCI ]
]
(5.1)
10We could also have chosen to rescale the fluctuations rα by f(µ) in the mass deformation calculation done up to
now.
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containing the gauge fields of the U(N)×U(N¯ ) group. The covariant derivative acts on the bifunda-
mental fields as
DµC
I = ∂µC
I + iA(1)µ C
I − iCIA(2)µ . (5.2)
Hence we have for the fluctuations
−DµC†IDµCI = −(∂µr†α − ifG†αA(1)µ + ifA(2)µ G†α)(∂µrα + ifA(1)µ Gα − ifGαA(2)µ ) . (5.3)
In order to obtain a dynamical gauge field from the above CS expressions we will make use of a
novel implementation of the Higgs mechanism, in accordance with [7]. In that reference, the Higgs
mechanism was studied in the context of 3-algebra BLG theories.11 The generalisation to the ABJM
model is straightforward and was carried out in [86, 87]. The mechanism involves a linear combination
involving the difference of the gauge fields becoming massive, as in the usual Higgs mechanism, due
to the coupling between gauge fields and scalars. However, in the absence of a kinetic term said
combination can be integrated out rendering the other linear combination dynamical. The surviving
gauge field transforms in the adjoint of the diagonal subgroup of A
(1)
µ and A
(2)
µ . The bifundamental
scalars also get promoted to adjoint fields.
In the approach of [7] a Higgs vev was developed by a single scalar and was proportional to the
identity matrix. In our case however, all the Rα’s get a background value, which is proportional to
Gα. The parallel with [7] is obtained by remembering the observation made in Section 3, that in the
large N limit both the fuzzy spherical harmonics Ylm(Ji), coming from U(N), and the fuzzy spherical
harmonics Ylm(J¯i), coming from U(N¯), give rise to two U(1) gauge fields. For these fields we will
perform a Higgsing procedure analogous to [7], so that only the diagonal U(1) gauge field will remain.
In this limit, the Higgs vev will effectively act as a U(1) vev.
At large N the operators Ji and J¯i become the classical sphere coordinates∑
i
x2i =
∑
i
x¯2i = 1 , (5.4)
with xi =
Ji√
N2−1 and x¯i =
J¯i√
N2−2N . Then to leading order in N
Ji → Nxi, J¯i → Nx¯i , (5.5)
but we will actually also have to consider 1N corrections in the definitions of xi, x¯i for our derivation
of the large N action, as we will need to understand subleading orders in the fields for a subtle term.
For the spherical harmonics
Ylm(Ji) → Ylm(xi) = (N2 − 1)
l
2
∑
i
f
(i1...il)
lm xi1 . . . xil
Ylm(J¯i) → Ylm(x¯i) = (N2 − 2N)
l
2
∑
i
f
(i1...il)
lm x¯i1 . . . x¯il . (5.6)
We remind that the CS gauge fields A
(1)
µ are functions of the fuzzy sphere coordinates Ji, whereas
11See also [85] for an exposition in terms of the bifundamental notation of [9].
A
(2)
µ are functions of J¯i. It will also be useful for us to define fields with Ji and J¯i interchanged
A(1)µ =
N−1∑
l=0
almµ Ylm(Ji) , Aˆ
(1)
µ =
N−1∑
l=0
almµ Ylm(J¯i)
A(2)µ =
N−2∑
l=0
a¯lmµ Ylm(J¯i) , Aˆ
(2)
µ =
N−2∑
l=0
a¯lmµ Ylm(Ji) , (5.7)
We can view A
(1)
µ → Aˆ(1)µ as a map from End(V+) to End(V−), which preserves the SU(2) transfor-
mation properties. Likewise A
(2)
µ → Aˆ(2)µ is a map from End(V−) to End(V+). In the classical limit,
the four fields above are determined by the degrees of freedom almµ , a¯
lm
µ of two classical fields on S
2.
We will define such classical fields A(i) in the course of the derivation.
5.1 Higgs mechanism
As a first step in the analysis, we will look at the Higgs mechanism for the gauge field components
in the µ = 0, 1, 2 membrane worldvolume directions. In the presence of the background scalar field
CI = (fGα, 0), the CS action for the two U(1) fields on the classical (large N) 2-sphere becomes a
Yang-Mills action for a single U(1) dynamical gauge field.
In more detail, the pure gauge (A
(i)
µ ) terms in (5.3) give
− f2Tr [JA(1)µA(1)µ ]− f2Tr [J¯A(2)µA(2)µ ] + 2f2Tr [A(1)µGαA(2)µ G†α] . (5.8)
The first trace is over V+ and equals
− f2Tr [JA(1)µA(1)µ ] = −f2(N − 1)TrV+ [A(1)µA(1)µ ]
≃ −f2NTrV+ [A(1)µA(1)µ ] . (5.9)
The second trace is over V−, but can be mapped using (5.7) and can be written as
− f2Tr [J¯A(2)µA(2)µ ] = −f2NTrV− [A(2)µA(2)µ ]
≃ −f2NTrV+ [Aˆ(2)µAˆ(2)µ ] . (5.10)
Using TrV+ → N
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ and A(1) → A(1) along with Aˆ(2) → A(2) we have, always in the strict
large N limit,12
−N2f2
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ(A(1)µA(1)µ +A
(2)µA(2)µ ) . (5.11)
For the third term in (5.8) we need to commute Gα past the fuzzy spherical harmonics. Using (3.34)
one can show the following exact relation, which is valid for any finite value of N
GαYlm(J¯i)G
†
α = JYlm(Ji)− lYlm(Ji) . (5.12)
12Note here that we could have instead expressed everything in terms of TrV− and then used TrV− → N
R
d2σ
p
hˆ,
along with A(2) → A(1), Aˆ(1) → A(2), to get the same large N action, as was the case for the matter fluctuations. This
is a reflection of a Z2 symmetry inherent in the derivation of the classical sphere action.
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This uses the fact that the expansion of the spherical harmonics involves symmetric and traceless
combinations of the Ji’s in a crucial way.
13 Being careful about applying the correct normalisation
factors, the above becomes in terms of the coordinates on the sphere
GαYlm(x¯i)G
†
α =
( N2 − 1
N2 − 2N
) l
2
(
(N − 1)Ylm(xi)− lYlm(xi)
)
= (N − 1)Ylm(xi)− l(l + 1)
2N
Ylm(xi) +O
( 1
N2
)
. (5.13)
The reader might be puzzled about the fact that we have taken extra care to keep track of the
subleading term in the above expression, given that we are interested in the large N limit. The
reason for this will become apparent very soon, in Eq. (5.23). For the moment, note that
− l(l + 1)Ylm(xi) = ˆYlm(xi) . (5.14)
As a result, one has that at large N the term in question becomes14
2f2Tr [A(1)µGαA(2)µ G
†
α] = 2f
2NTrV+ [A
(1)Aˆ(2)µ + f2A(1)µ ˆAˆ
(2)µ]
→ f2
∫
d2σ
√
hˆ
(
2N2A(1)µ A
(2)µ +A(1)µ ˆA
(2)µ
)
. (5.15)
The combined part of the scalar kinetic term involving only gauge fields gives
−
∫
d3x Tr
(
DµC
†
ID
µCI
)
→ f2N2
∫
d3x d2σ
√
hˆ
( 1
N2
A(1)µ ˆA
(2)µ − (A(1)µ −A(2)µ )2
)
. (5.16)
We now form linear combinations of the two U(1) gauge fields on the classical S2,
Aµ =
1
2
(A(1)µ +A
(2)
µ )
Bµ =
1
2
(A(1)µ −A(2)µ ) , (5.17)
so that (5.16) becomes
f2
∫
d3xd2σ
√
hˆ
(
AµˆA
µ −BµˆBµ − 4N2BµBµ
)
. (5.18)
Setting that aside, the Chern-Simons action for A
(1)
µ and A
(2)
µ gives in the classical limit
SCS =
∫
d3x
k
4π
ǫµνρTr [A(1)µ ∂νA
(1)
ρ −A(2)µ ∂νA(2)ρ ]
→ N k
2π
∫
d3x d2σ
√
hˆ
(
ǫµνρBµFνρ
)
, (5.19)
where Fµν is the usual abelian field strength, defined as
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ . (5.20)
13We expand on the derivation of (5.12) in Appendix B.1.
14Once again, one could have chosen to expresses everything in terms of V− and x¯i instead to obtain the same action,
as explained in Appendix B.2.
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Thus the total action for Aµ and Bµ at leading N order is∫
d3x d2σ
√
hˆ
(
N
k
2π
ǫµνρBµFνρ − 4f2N2BµBµ + f2AµˆAµ − f2BµˆBµ
)
. (5.21)
We now notice that Bµ is an auxiliary field, which can be eliminated through its equation of motion.
The BµˆB
µ is subleading in N and can be dropped so as to get
Bµ =
1
8f2N
k
2π
ǫµνλFνλ , (5.22)
leading to the following expression, up to a total derivative∫
d3xd2σ
√
hˆ
(
− f2∂aAµ∂aAµ −
(
k
2π
)2 1
8f2
FµνFµν
)
. (5.23)
Note importantly that the first term came from the 1N corrections in (5.13) and is a part of the
gauge field strength on the sphere that otherwise would have been absent. The second term, coming
from the manipulation of the CS part of the action, has become a Yang-Mills kinetic term. In 3d a
Yang-Mills action contains one degree of freedom, whereas the Chern-Simons action contains none.
The extra degree of freedom comes from the disappearance of a Goldstone boson as in [7]. As we
have seen in Subsection 4.2.7 this is the scalar mode r˜ − φ.
5.2 Other contributions from the scalar kinetic term
Apart from (5.8), which contains only gauge fields, there are additional contributions coming from
the scalar kinetic term (5.3)
− Tr
(
DµC
†
ID
µCI
)
→ Tr
[
−∂µq†α˙∂µqα˙ −
N − 1
4
∂µsi∂
µsi − (∂µr)(∂µsi)Ji + i
4
ǫijkJk∂µsi∂
µsj
]
−ifTr [∂µr†α(A(1)µ Gα −GαA(2)µ ) + ∂µrα(A(2)µ G†α −G†αA(1)µ )] . (5.24)
After some algebra, the terms on the first line give in the large N classical limit
N
∫
d3xd2σ
√
hˆ[−N
2
∂µQβ˙α∂µQ¯
α
β˙
− N
4
∂µ(φ+ r˜)∂
µ(φ+ r˜)− N
4
hab∂µAa∂
µAb] . (5.25)
The terms on the second line reduce to
if
2
Tr
(
∂µsi[Ji, A
(1)µ]
)
(5.26)
resulting in
f
∫
d3x Tr (∂µAa)∂
a(Aµ +Bµ) . (5.27)
However, after substituting the leading result (5.22), one observes that the term coming from Bµ is
also subleading in N and can be readily dropped from (5.27). This is a nice feature since, had it not
done so, it would have led to a higher derivative interaction. Hence in the classical limit the second
line yields
fN
∫
d3xd2σ
√
hˆ (∂µA
a∂aA
µ) . (5.28)
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6 Final action for fluctuations
We can now collect the above as well as all other bosonic terms for the action on the classical 2-sphere,
to obtain the bosonic piece of the action for fluctuations
SB =
∫
d3xd2σ
√
hˆ
[
−
(
k
2π
)2 1
8f2
FµνF
µν − N
2µ2
2
FabF
ab − N
2
4
∂µA
a∂µAa +Nf∂µAa∂
aAµ
−f2∂aAµ∂aAµ +N2µ2FabωabΦ− N
2
4
∂µΦ∂
µΦ−N2µ2∂aΦ∂aΦ−N2µ2Φ2
+2N2µ2
(
(∇a)αγQα˙α
)
(δγβ + xi(σ˜i)
γ
β)
(
(∇a)βµQµα˙
)
− N
2
2
∂µQα˙α(δ
α
β + xi(σ˜i)
α
β)∂µQ
β
α˙
]
,
(6.1)
where we have renamed (r˜ + φ) = Φ. This action does not have the canonical form of a 5d theory
but we will perform a set of rescalings for the fields, which will bring the right relative factors for the
various terms.
In [35] it was observed that in order to convert the CI kinetic term of the undeformed ABJM
theory in (4.1)
S = −
∫
d3x Tr (DµC
IDµC†I ) (6.2)
to the physical form
Sphys = −T2
∫
d3x(DµX
IDµX†I ) , (6.3)
where T2 = [l
3
p(2π)
2]−1 is the membrane tension and XI are spacetime coordinates with dimensions
of length, one needs the redefinition CI = T
1/2
2 X
I . Note that the scalar fluctuations will also have
dimensions of length in this language.
The classical solution CI = (Rα, Qα˙) = (fGα, 0) implies that the physical theory has a solution
XI = (T
−1/2
2 fG
α, 0), hence f → T−1/22 f . What this means in practice, is that all terms originating
from the potential and scalar kinetic term will pick up a factor of T2 apart from (5.28), which will
pick up a T
1/2
2 . The F
2
µν and (∂aAµ)
2 contributions remain the same, since they came from terms
which did not involve scalars. We can encode this into a ‘physical’ form of the action15
SBphys = T2
∫
d3xd2σ
√
hˆ
[
− k
2T−12
32π2f2
FµνF
µν − N
2µ2
2
FabF
ab − N
2
4
∂µA
a∂µAa +
Nf
T
1/2
2
∂µAa∂
aAµ
−f
2
T2
∂aAµ∂aA
µ +N2µ2Fabω
abΦ− N
2
4
∂µΦ∂
µΦ−N2µ2∂aΦ∂aΦ
−N2µ2Φ2 + 2N2µ2 ((∇a)αγQα˙α) (δγβ + xi(σ˜i)γβ)((∇a)βµQµα˙)
−N
2
2
∂µQα˙α(δ
α
β + xi(σ˜i)
α
β)∂µQ
β
α˙
]
(6.4)
15We keep the names for the various fields as before. We hope that this will not cause confusion.
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and perform the following rescalings of the fields
Aµ → Aµ (4πls) 1
T
−1/2
2 f
, Aa → Aa (4πls) 1
N
, Φ→ Φ (4πls) 1
Nµ
, Qβ˙α → Qβ˙α (4πls)
1
Nµ
. (6.5)
We also rescale the metric on the sphere defining hab = µ
−2hˆab so that
√
h = µ−2
√
hˆ, as well
as the worldvolume coordinates xµ → 12xµ, leading to ∂µ → 2∂µ and the scaling of the measure
d3x→ 2−3d3x. The action takes the form
SBphys =
1
gsls
∫
d3xd2σ
√
h
[
− 1
4
FµνF
µν − 1
4
FabF
ab − 1
2
∂aAµ∂aA
µ − 1
2
∂µA
a∂µAa + ∂µAa∂
aAµ
+
(
(∇a)αγQα˙α
)
(δγβ + xi(σ˜i)
γ
β)
(
(∇a)βµQµα˙
)
− ∂µQα˙α(δαβ + xi(σ˜i)αβ)∂µQβα˙
− 1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ− 1
2
∂aΦ∂
aΦ− µ
2
2
Φ2 +
µ
2
ωabFabΦ
]
.
(6.6)
Note that the rescalings that we have performed are precisely the ones needed to yield the correct N
dependence for (∂aAµ)
2. This was the term that we got by keeping track of subleading corrections in
(5.13). In fact, had it appeared at leading N order in that expression it would have dominated the
whole action after the rescalings.
The above action resembles closely the canonical form of an abelian 5d Yang-Mills on a two-sphere,
which is the low-energy limit of a D4-brane theory with g2YM = gsls. Using the index A = {µ, a}
to include both the flat and angular variables, and the metric gAB = (ηµν , hab) the action finally
becomes
SBphys =
1
g2YM
∫
d3xd2σ
√
h
[
− 1
4
FABF
AB − 1
2
∂AΦ∂
AΦ− µ
2
2
Φ2 − ∂µQα˙α(δαβ + xi(σ˜i)αβ)∂µQβα˙
+
(
(∇a)αγQα˙α
)
(δγβ + xi(σ˜i)
γ
β)
(
(∇a)βµQµα˙
)
+
µ
2
ωabFabΦ
]
.
(6.7)
The size of the 2-sphere seen by the fluctuations is set by µ−1.
Some comments are in order: The fact that the transverse scalars are naturally transformed to a
representation in terms of commuting spinors is related to the issue of the exact interpretation of the
final action in terms of branes and is a familiar feature of D-brane worldvolume theories on compact
spaces. We elaborate on this in Section 8. We are also getting a mass term for Φ as well as an FΦ
interaction term. This is a sign of the nontrivial geometry seen by the fluctuations.
7 M5 to D4 through Hopf
We have shown in the previous section that the analysis of fluctuations in the membrane theory leads
to a U(1) theory on R2,1×S2. This naturally suggests an interpretation as a D4-brane action. In this
section, we will develop the D4-brane interpretation further. We start by looking at the energy of
funnel solutions and show that they match the D4-brane interpretation just as well as the M5-brane
interpretation [35]. We explain the reduction from M5 to D4 by using the Hopf fibration of S3 over
S2 and the Zk quotient action along the S
1 fibre. We then show that the structure of the matrices of
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[33] and in fact the field content of the ABJM theory can be anticipated by considering finite matrix
constructions in fuzzy geometry inspired by the Hopf fibration. We extend these considerations
to speculate on the problem of seeing the classical S3 of M2-M5 systems in flat space from some
appropriate large N membrane theory.
7.1 Physical radius and D4-brane energy for the funnel
In the case of the ground-state (zero energy) solutions for the massive deformation, where we have
set up our calculation so far, we have seen that the form of the fluctuation action is a field theory on
R
2,1 × S2. A simple calculation in favour of the S2 D4-brane interpretation is also available in the
energy of the funnel solution. Following the literature on brane polarisations, it is possible to define
a physical radius at large N as
R2ph =
2
N
Tr (XIX†I ) = 8π
2f2Nl3p = 2πNl
3
p
k
s
, (7.1)
where f2 = k4pis . The energy of the funnel can then be easily extracted from (4.79) and is given by
E =
T 22
2π
∫
2π2
k
R3phdRphdx1 . (7.2)
The authors of [35] interpreted the R3ph as indicating a 5-brane wrapping an S
3/Zk in M-theory, with
T5 =
T 22
2pi the M5-brane tension and
2pi2
k the volume of an S
3/Zk of unit radius (VS3 = 2π
2 is divided
in k units). However, the above formula is equally compatible with a 4-brane interpretation in Type
IIA, which is in fact the one supported by the presence of the fuzzy S2 obtained from our fluctuation
analysis. Eq. (7.2) can be rewritten as
E =
1
g2s l
6
s(2π)
4
∫
4π
R2ph
4
Rph
k
dRphdx1 . (7.3)
Now the ratio
Rph
k is
Rph
k
=
√
2πNl3p
ks
(funnel) . (7.4)
For the ABJM theory to be weakly coupled one needs Nk → 0, so that k → ∞. Hence, with lp, s
fixed, the ratio
Rph
k → 0. In this limit it is natural to go to a IIA picture, with
Rph
k
≡ R11 = gsls . (7.5)
We can then write
E =
1
gsl5s(2π)
4
∫
4π
(Rph
2
)2
dRphdx1
= T4
∫
4π
(Rph
2
)2
dRphdx1 , (7.6)
as is expected for a D4-brane in IIA involving an S2 of radius
Rph
2 with the correct tension T
−1
4 =
gsl
5
s(2π)
4.
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For the case of the mass-deformed theory we can similarly define the physical radius of the
classical solution, which should correspond to the size of the brane in the D4 description. We have
that f(µ)2 = µk2pi and therefore
R2ph = 4πNl
3
pkµ . (7.7)
It is then also easy to obtain
R11 =
Rph
k
=
√
4πNl3pµ
k
(massive) (7.8)
and with this definition of the M-theory radius one can express (7.7) as
R2ph = R114πkNµ l
2
s = Rph2Nµ(2πl
2
s) . (7.9)
Hence the radius of the two-sphere, evaluated according to the definition (7.1), is
Rph
2
= Nµ(2πl2s) . (7.10)
Note that one would naturally expect Rph to be the radius for the sphere that appears in the action
for small fluctuations. However, we have explicitly seen that what actually appears in Eq. (6.7) is
µ−1. This is interesting and we will return to discuss it further in Section 8.
7.2 Zk reduction of S
3
We have just shown that there is a natural connection (7.5) between the radius of the proposed M-
theory 3-sphere Rph and the M-theory radius R11. We now explain these relations by analysing the
classical geometry of S3/Zk. As a warm-up, we start by looking at the case of flat space solutions.
The moduli space of the U(N)×U(N¯) level k ABJM theory is the same as that for N M2-branes
on C4/Zk [14], namely [(C
4/Zk)
N ]/SN . Here the action of Zk in the target space is
Zi → Zie 2piik with i = 1, ..., 4 . (7.11)
As argued above, in order to have a weakly coupled (perturbative) interpretation, we need to take
k →∞. Let us first understand the case of C/Zk→∞. For that example
Z → Ze 2piik ≃ Z
(
1 + 2πi
1
k
+ ...
)
≃ Z + 2πiZ
k
. (7.12)
Expanding around Z = v + i0, with vk ≡ r we have that
Z → Z + 2πir (7.13)
is an invariance, or if Z = X1 + iX2 that X2 is compactified with radius r.
We can do the same analysis for C4/Zk→∞, expanding around the background
Z1 = v + i0 with Z2 = Z3 = Z4 = 0 , (7.14)
which means that if
Z1 = X1 + iX2
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Z2 = X3 + iX4 , (7.15)
then X2 is again compactified with radius r.
Now let us move on to the theory around the fuzzy sphere (or fuzzy funnel) solution, by imposing
a 3-sphere constraint on the coordinates Z, for instance |Z1|2 + |Z2|2 = R2. One obtains an S3/Zk
solution, as also considered in [35], since the action of Zk in (7.11) preserves this sphere constraint.
We can then expand around the vacuum with Z1 = R+ i0, which means (exactly as above) that X2
is compactified with radius r = Rk , and the fluctuations X
1,X3,X4 take us in the direction of an S2
of radius R2 . Thus as k → ∞, we have the spacetime result S3R/Zk → S2R/2 × S1R/k, compatible with
the worldvolume picture of the last section.
7.3 Hopf fibration and the classical limit of the fuzzy two-sphere
We next try to find a link between the classical spacetime and matrix (finite N) descriptions. The
ground-state solution of [33] was CI = (Rα, Qα˙) with Qα˙ = 0 and
R1 = G1
R2 = G2 . (7.16)
In the classical interpretation of the fuzzy (matrix) coordinates CI , we have
R1 = X1 + iX2
R2 = X3 + iX4
Q1 = X5 + iX6
Q2 = X7 + iX8 . (7.17)
We know that that the fuzzy coordinates satisfy G1G†1 +G
2G†2 = N − 1 and G1 = G†1. The first one
suggests a fuzzy 3-sphere, but the second is an extra constraint which reduces the geometry to a 2d
one and we have indeed established that we have a fuzzy S2 through the fluctuation analysis.
The construction of the fuzzy S2 was obtained by
Ji = (σ˜i)
α
βG
βG†α
xi =
Ji√
N2 − 1 ⇒


x1 =
J1√
N2−1 =
1√
N2−1(G
1G†2 +G
2G†1)
x2 =
J2√
N2−1 =
i√
N2−1(G
1G†2 −G2G†1)
x3 =
J3√
N2−1 =
1√
N2−1(G
1G†1 −G2G†2)
. (7.18)
Following the standard Matrix Theory logic, the Gi should become coordinates in spacetime. On the
other hand we are saying that bilinears in Gi are also spacetime coordinates. How can both be true?
The answer is given by the classical Hopf map S3
pi→ S2.
The description of the Hopf map in classical geometry is precisely that we start with the Cartesian
coordinates on the unit S3, X1,X2,X3,X4, with
X21 +X
2
2 +X
2
3 +X
2
4 = 1 (7.19)
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and then go to a set of ‘twistor-like’ variables Z1 = X1 + iX2, Z
2 = X3 + iX4, which are related to
the Cartesian coordinates on the unit S2 by
xi = (σ˜i)
α
βZ
βZ∗α , (7.20)
to get
xixi = (σ˜i)
α
β(σ˜i)
µ
νZ
βZ∗αZ
νZ∗µ = 1 . (7.21)
The Z’s obey ZαZ∗α = 1.
The various pieces of our geometric analysis are now falling into place: For an M5 wrapping
the S3 the relations between the radii, which we uncovered in a simple way from the spacetime
picture, are in fact the ones prescribed by the full realisation of the three-sphere as the Hopf fibration
S1 →֒ S3 pi→ S2, with RS2 = RS32 and the M-theory direction being identified with the S1 fibre of
radius RS1 = RS3 .
16 The latter is a natural choice since this is the smallest circle that appears in
the problem. For large RS3 the orbifold Z
i ∼ e 2piik Zi acts by shrinking the size of the fibre and hence
the M-theory radius. In the limit of k →∞, R11 is very small and one is left with the S2 base which
supports a D4-brane in the IIA theory. This is consistent with the fact that our large N fluctuation
action is an action for fields on S2.
Going in the other direction, one should start seeing the structure of the M-theory circle at finite
k with the D4-brane becoming an M5-brane wrapping an S1/Zk →֒ S3/Zk pi→ S2. However, as we
have explicitly shown and we will discuss again in the next subsection, this is not something that can
be captured by the large k semiclassical fluctuation analysis around the solution of [33]. Nevertheless,
the calculation of physical quantities will be sensitive to the size of the S1, hence to k. Due to the
high degree of supersymmetry, some quantities such as the energy (7.2) that we calculated on the
classical solution at large k, give the correct finite-k form. Hence, they admit both the expected large-
k Type IIA as well as a flat space (k = 1) M-theory interpretation. For general physical quantities
one needs new finite-k methods to calculate properties of the the flat space M5-brane from the ABJM
theory. In order to see the geometry of the extra circle more explicitly one would have to consider
nonperturbative effects which we will come back to in Section 8.
7.4 Hindsight is 20/20 : ABJM structure from fuzzy Hopf
In retrospect all the key properties of Gα, G†α as summarised in Section 3 are determined by their
interpretation as a fuzzy (matrix) realisation of the S2 base of the Hopf fibration of S3. Indeed,
suppose we want to lift the equations (7.20) from classical geometry to finite matrices. We need
matrices for Zα which we call Gα. Now the coordinates xi transform in the spin-1 representation of
SU(2). If we want to build them from bilinears of the form G†G we need G,G† to transform in the
spin-12 representation. In the usual fuzzy 2-sphere, the xi are operators mapping an irreducible N -
dimensional SU(2) representation VN to itself. It is possible to do this in an SU(2)-covariant fashion
because the tensor product of spin-1 with VN contains VN . Since G
α are spin-12 , and
1
2 ⊗ VN =
VN+1 ⊕ VN−1 does not contain VN , we need to work with reducible representations. The simplest
thing to do would be to consider VN⊕VN−1. The next simplest thing is to work with VN⊕(VN−1⊕V1).
The latter possibility is chosen by the construction of [33] and allows a gauge group U(N) × U(N)
16For a concise summary of the facts pertaining to the S3 Hopf fibration see [88, 89].
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which has a Z2 symmetry of exchange needed to preserve parity. To realise the G
α, G†α as solutions
we need to set them equal to matter fields Rα, R†α which are in the bifundamental of the U(N)×U(N)
gauge group.
So the rather curious property of the G matrices, notably the difference between the last of (3.4)
and (3.8) which led directly to the fact that V+ = VN and V
− = VN−1 ⊕ V1 follows from requiring
a matrix realisation of the fuzzy S2 base of the Hopf fibration. These in turn lead to the SU(2)
decompositions of End(V+), End(V−),Hom(V+,V−),Hom(V−,V+), for the fluctuations and the
Yang-Mills action. This novel realisation of fuzzy S2 is thus intimately tied to the Hopf fibration.
The usual fuzzy S2 has also been discussed in terms of the Hopf fibration, where the realisation of the
SU(2) generators in terms of bilinears in Heisenberg algebra oscillators yields an infinite dimensional
space which admits various projections to finite N constructions [90]. In that case the xi are not
bilinears in finite matrices.
Further light on the geometry can be shed by considering the expectation values of the operators
xi, G,G
†. The situation for the xi is familiar [21, 91]. If we choose the state of maximum spin, we see
〈x3〉 = 1. If we choose states with lower spins we find 〈x21 + x22〉 = 1− 〈x23〉. This gives a description
of the fuzzy S2 as a sequence of fuzzy circles fibering a discretised axis from N-pole to S-pole. The
same manipulation can be done with the xi in our construction to reveal the picture of a fuzzy S
2 at
finite N .
Such an interpretation is also desirable for the G,G†, given the usual role of D-brane transverse
coordinates as matrices. Here we need to consider 〈−|G|+〉, 〈+|G†|−〉 to extract, at finite N , numbers
which can be compared for example with Z1 = Z∗1 . The xi, G,G
† are operators in V+ ⊕V− which
is isomorphic, as a vector space, to VN ⊗ V2. The endomorphisms of VN correspond to the fuzzy
sphere. The N states of VN generalise the notion of points on S
2 to noncommutative geometry. The
2-dimensional space V2 is invariant under the SU(2). It is acted on by G,G
† which have charge +1,−1
under the U(1) (corresponding to (J, J¯)) acting on the fibre of the Hopf fibration. So in a sense the
S1 fibre has been reduced to a noncommutative geometry consisting of two points. It is interesting to
note that this emerges naturally from our large-N fluctuation analysis: The field content of the theory
we derived on S2 can be organised using an extension of the algebra of the Cartesian coordinates
xi by G,G
† subject to the relation xi = 1N (σ˜i)
β
αGαG
†
β . This was seen in Subsection 4.2.2 where the
action for the transverse scalars in terms of bosonic spinors Qα˙α on the sphere was packaged elegantly
using qα˙ = Qα˙αG
α into (4.52).
We emphasise that the S2 we constructed in matrix geometry from the ground-state solution
really describes the noncommutative version of the base of the Hopf fibration in a finite N setting.
In the large N limit it approaches the S2 base of the standard Hopf fibration of S3. The fluctuation
analysis does not have enough modes to describe the full space of functions on S3, even if we drop
the requirement of SO(4) covariance and allow for the possibility of an SU(2)×U(1) description. We
elaborate on this below.
For k →∞, where the fluctuation action around the classical solutions of [33] is valid, the S1/Zk
fibre (parametrised by a coordinate y) becomes a very small circle. As we explained above, the only
remnant of the circle in the matrix construction is the multiplicity associated with having states
|+〉, |−〉 in V+ and V−. A classical description of the S3 metric as a Hopf fibration contains a
coordinate y transverse to the S2. However, the matrix fluctuations of the solution are mapped to
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functions on S2 and lead to a field theory on S2. This means we do not see the coordinate y as
a worldvolume coordinate for the emergent D4-brane. We do not see it as a transverse coordinate
either, which is as expected since in M-theory this is an M5-brane wrapping the y direction. Indeed,
we have shown in Section 6 that only the mode φ + r˜ (and not φ − r˜ ≡ y) appears in the action for
fluctuations.
In sum, the action we have derived does not contain y neither as a transverse scalar nor as a
worldvolume coordinate and it can be consistently interpreted according to Subsection 7.3 as the
double-dimensional reduction of the M5-brane action along the Zk quotient of the S
3 Hopf fibre
(with length Rk ). This is a IIA reduction of M-theory on the same small circle.
7.5 Multi-membrane actions and S3 at large N
One might ask what kind of multi-membrane action would contain a fuzzy S3 solution and fluctuations
which are appropriate for an SU(2)×U(1) covariant description of the S3. A dimensional reduction
on the S1 fibre is compatible with the symmetry. In such a description, there are fields on S2 with
extra index n, as expected for a simple S1 reduction
φ(x, y) =
∑
n
φn(x)e
in2piy/R . (7.22)
The blow-up of a fuzzy S2 into a fuzzy S3 was analysed for instance in [81]. In that analysis, the fibre
direction y is Fourier transformed by replacing the ∂y with a semi-integer −iq. The vacuum solution
in that case has fuzzy sphere solutions L
(js)
i of various sizes js that are therefore labelled by an extra
semi-integer index js, identified with q above. Then all the multiplicities Ns are taken to be equal,
Ns = N,∀s, with a ZN identification of the N blocks, where N →∞. In that fashion one obtains the
fuzzy 3-sphere spherical harmonics from the fuzzy 2-sphere spherical harmonics with an extra index
q. In our case, the absence of the extra index q signifies that the theory is dimensionally reduced to
the q = 0 sector, or that we have a very small circle (as we argued, in the k →∞ limit). The extra
fluctuations Eˆk1, Fˆ1k from Subsection 3.3 are uncharged under the U(1) action of (J, J¯), so they do
not provide the tower of charges corresponding to the S1.
As we have argued, the structure of the ABJM theory, with fields acting on VN ⊗ V2 can be
given a noncommutative geometry interpretation in terms of a discrete bundle over a fuzzy S2. We
may speculate that a description capable of seeing more of the geometry of the Hopf fibration would
involve a vector space VN ⊗ VK , where VK is a K-dimensional vector space. This would give a K-
point approximation to the fibre and would suggest a gauge group U(N)⊗K , with K →∞ giving the
classical geometry of the S3. This could presumably draw on an embedding of [81, 89] in an ABJM
type membrane action. Another way to construct a theory that contains a classical S3, described in
an SU(2)×U(1) covariant manner, might be to realise the standard Holstein-Primakoff construction
with Heisenberg oscillators [90]. If we are to set fields in the theory to a, a† in a solution, we need
a U(∞) theory. This could be viewed as a K → ∞ version of a construction with VN ⊗ VK . The
question we would like to pose is whether an appropriate field theory with U(∞) gauge group and
containing a realisation of S3 as a Hopf fibration correctly describes the large N limit of membranes.
A related question is to understand the relation of such a construction to the large N limit of ABJM.
These questions may well lead to a new perspective on the solutions to the BLG fundamental identity
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in terms of infinite dimensional algebras [92, 93].
8 Discussion and future avenues
There are a number of issues that emerge from our analysis and would need to be better understood:
• The number of spherical branes
Since we have derived a U(1) theory in R2,1× S2 it is clear that the solutions of [33] describe a
single D4-brane. We may obtain an extension to multiple D4-branes by considering reducible
representations of the algebra satisfied by the Gα matrices. Such reducible representations are
easy to construct (see appendix C). Some formal similarities between the current fuzzy S2 and
the SO(4)-covariant fuzzy S3 constructions become apparent in the proof. If one had knowledge
of how to go from spherical (S2) D4-branes to spherical (S3) M5-branes by blowing up the Hopf
fibre over S2, this would provide a starting point for studying multiple fivebranes in M-theory.
• Regimes and parameters
As we discussed, we need k large so that a semiclassical approach around classical solutions gives
a reliable account of the physics, while large N is needed in order to see a classical geometry.
Moreover, for the validity of the 2+1 dimensional Chern-Simons perturbation theory, we need
its ’t Hooft coupling λ = Nk to be fixed and small. Finally, we also need lp → 0 for the validity
of the low energy ABJM action (decoupling).
We have only analysed quadratic fluctuations, but the parameter f−2 = 2piµk controls the terms
in the action of higher order in the fields (i.e. cubic, quartic, etc.). Since k is large with µ fixed,
the parameter is small. On the other hand, fuzzy and higher derivative corrections are of order
1
µN , which is also small, as
N
k is fixed.
Note then that the limits considered here are further constrained with respect to the limits
discussed in [14]. The issue of what limits can be relaxed or modified while keeping some of the
features our analysis is one that deserves further study.
• Dual brane descriptions : D2, D4, M5
We have given strong evidence in Section 7 that the final action Eq. (6.7), derived from the
M2-brane worldvolume, is that of a D4-brane on R2,1 × S2. A beautiful theme in the study
of D-brane intersections is the reconstruction of the same physics from the lower dimensional
branes as from the higher dimensional ones e.g. [17, 26, 30]. It will be an elegant consistency
check of the ABJM proposal to recover the same result directly from a 4-brane probe in an
appropriate spacetime background. Given the subtleties related to the counting of vacua in
the mass-deformed ABJM theory [33], solving this problem would also shed some light on
important issues of the spacetime interpretation. Some hints about the nature of the spacetime
geometry probed by the dual D4-brane can be inferred from the fact that preserving some
supersymmetry in the 2+1 noncompact directions requires performing a Maldacena-Nu´n˜ez-type
twisted compactification of the higher codimension worldvolume theory [94]. In that case, as
well as in the case of 2+1 dimensional Chern-Simons system studied in [95], the radial evolution
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of the topologically nontrivial compact sphere was crucial to the consistency of the twisting in
the spacetime background solution. However, the example at hand seems to point towards the
D4-brane wrapping a topologically trivial but dynamically stable 2-cycle due to external flux, in
the spirit of [29, 30]. This expectation is supported by considering the spacetime description of
the M2-M5 system, for which the fully backreacted geometry sourced by membranes polarised
into fivebranes in the presence of flux was found in [96–98]. Using the M-theory interpretation
of the ABJM model, the geometry describing the D4-brane configuration should be obtainable
by performing the Zk quotient of the former and taking k →∞. Our analysis suggests that the
action for fluctuations around these D4-brane solutions should see a KK-spectrum with a scale
set by the background flux (µ−1) and independent of the size of the brane (Rph). A similar
feature is also encountered in the study of fluctuation actions around giant graviton solutions
in AdS5 × S5 [99].
Whatever the geometric description, which we will not try to tackle in this paper, the im-
plementation of the twisting requires the flat space 5d Lorentz invariance to first get broken
to SO(1, 4) → SO(1, 2) × U(1)34. After replacing the 3-4 plane with a sphere there is only a
local U(1)34 invariance left. The theory is then twisted with a U(1)R Cartan subgroup of the
R-symmetry group and the Qα˙α’s of Eq. (6.7) should be spinors under the twisted local rotation
group, U(1)T [29, 30]. The full details of the twisting are closely connected to the description
of fermions, which we did not address here, so we will also leave a full investigation as an open
question for future work. A related intriguing question, is whether the same action we have
derived from M2, which has structures expected in a Type IIA picture, can be obtained directly
from a multiple D2-action.
Alternatively one may consider working from the beginning in a dual picture of 5-branes in M-
theory. The starting point would be the M2-M5 system, as described by the M5-worldvolume.
At any given fixed radius, there is an S3 in the M5-worldvolume and an R4 transverse to both
the M2’s and the M5. The transverse R4 contains an S3 surrounding the M2-M5 system.
Consider both the worldvolume S3 and the transverse S3 as Hopf fibrations. When considering
small fluctuations of worldvolume fields around a configuration where the transverse S3 is of
vanishing size and the longitudinal S3 is large, the quotient acts effectively on the longitudinal
S3 to give a reduction to IIA. By considering fluctuations of the M5-action in this quotient
spacetime for k →∞, it should be possible to recover our large N action.
Another interesting question is to recover the 1N corrections from these different pictures. We
have sketched how these could emerge from the Matrix description in Subsection 4.2.7. From
the D4-brane point of view they are expected to arise as corrections in a noncommutative U(1)
theory, where the noncommutativity parameter goes like 1N . Seeing
1
N corrections from the M5
perspective will likely require an improvement of our current knowledge of 5-brane actions.
• Fermions, Supersymmetry
We have focused on the bosonic part of the fluctuation action, while leaving a detailed study
of the fermionic terms for the future. As we have already mentioned, doing so would help in
elucidating the twisting and the amount of preserved supersymmetry, hence the nature of the
D4 compactification. Some of the fermions would be expected to behave as scalars or vectors
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under the twisted local rotation group, U(1)T , in order for the fields to appropriately furnish
supersymmetry multiplets in 3d.
• Nonperturbative effects and the M-theory circle
One way to see the structure of the M-theory direction would be to look at momentum modes
along the circle. These are D0-branes in Type IIA. In the standard connection between M5-
branes and D4-branes, they translate into 4d-instanton solutions embedded in the D4-brane
worldvolume theory. Hence an avenue to seek the physics of the hidden direction would be
to study instanton sectors in the U(1) theory we have obtained. This could be done following
[100] who investigated instanton effects in the undeformed ABJM theory, while also showing
that such effects will start contributing at four-derivative order in an lp expansion. Similar
conclusions in the context of scattering were reached in [101].
9 Summary and conclusions
In this paper we analysed the equations, symmetries and fluctuations for the classical ‘M2-M5’ fuzzy
sphere solutions of the U(N)×U(N) mass-deformed ABJM theory of [33], and equivalently the fuzzy
funnel solution of undeformed ABJM. We found them to correspond to a fuzzy S2, as opposed to the
fuzzy S3 previously conjectured.
As a warm-up, we showed that a newly found set of defining equations for the Guralnik-Ramgoolam
SO(4)-covariant fuzzy S3 are not compatible with the BPS equations in ABJM, except for the case of
SU(2)×SU(2) gauge group, that is the BLG A4-theory. We then explicitly displayed the symmetries
of the solution to find that the physical fluctuations are only invariant under a single SU(2), indicating
a fuzzy S2, as opposed to an SU(2)× SU(2) ≃ SO(4) expected for a fuzzy S3. The fluctuations were
also found to admit an expansion in terms of fuzzy S2 spherical harmonics (plus some zero modes
that decoupled in the large-N limit).
A detailed calculation gave the action for bosonic fluctuations in the large-N limit, Eq. (6.7), in
which the fuzzy S2 matrix algebra approaches the algebra of functions on the commutative (‘classical’)
S2, and the result was expressed as a U(1) Yang-Mills theory on R2,1 × S2. This crucially involved
a novel version of the Higgs mechanism for the three dimensional Chern-Simons-matter action. The
answer is compatible with an interpretation in terms of a D4-brane wrapping the S2 in Type IIA.
We then explained how the above is in agreement with a spacetime picture in which an M5-brane
wraps an S3/Zk, with the three-sphere given by the Hopf fibration of an S
1/Zk over S
2, and identified
S1/Zk with the M-theory circle. In the k →∞ limit one has a (double) dimensional reduction and a
D4-brane wrapping the S2 in Type IIA string theory, as opposed to an M5-brane wrapping the S3/Zk
in M-theory. We also discussed how the Hopf structure persists in the finite-N matrix description, in
a new realisation of the fuzzy S2 base manifold.
In conclusion, the problem of finding a perturbative formulation of multiple membrane theory
that would obtain the full classical geometry of S3 at large N remains open. As seen from the above,
one needs to avoid the large-k Zk projection, and that seems impossible in ABJM theory. Having a
perturbative multiple membrane action at large N in flat space (as opposed to C4/Zk) would seem
to be needed for that goal.
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A Some useful formulae for the parallel scalars
There are several useful identities that can be used to obtain the action for the matrix fluctuations in
Section 4.1, involving the change of basis from traceless symmetric part of V ⊗ V¯ of SU(2) to spin-1,
where V is the fundamental
si = s
β
α(σ˜i)
α
β
sαβ =
1
2
si(σ˜i)
α
β
Jαβ =
(N − 1)
2
δαβ +
1
2
Ji(σ˜i)
α
β
Ji = (σ˜i)
α
βJ
β
α . (A.1)
A.1 Identities for the sisi and r-s fluctuations
In order to avoid the proliferation of indices in the calculation, one can also define shorthand nota-
tion for several combinations of fields that appear frequently. We have collected a number of such
definitions and identities in the following.
A.1.1 sisi fluctuations
Inner products
sαβs
β
α =
1
2
s2
Jαβ J
β
α = N(N − 1)
JiJi = (N
2 − 1)
sαβJ
β
α =
1
2
siJi =
1
2
(s.J)
Jαβ s
β
α =
1
2
Jisi =
1
2
(J.s)
Tr (s ∧ J ∧ s) = iǫijkTr (siJjsk) . (A.2)
General quadratic products
Jαµ s
µ
β =
(N − 1)
2
sαβ +
(J.s)
4
δαβ −
iǫijk
4
Jisj(σ˜k)
α
β
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sαµJ
µ
β =
(N − 1)
2
sαβ +
(s.J)
4
δαβ −
iǫijk
4
siJj(σ˜k)
α
β . (A.3)
Cubic products
Jαµ s
µ
βJ
β
α =
1
4
(N − 1)(J.s + s.J)− 1
4
J ∧ s ∧ J
sαµJ
µ
β s
β
α =
1
4
(N − 1)s2 − 1
4
s ∧ J ∧ s
Jαµ s
µ
βs
β
α =
1
4
(N − 1)s2 − 1
4
J ∧ s ∧ s
sαβJ
β
γ J
γ
α =
1
2
N(s.J)
Jαβ J
β
γ s
γ
α =
1
2
N(J.s) . (A.4)
Quartic traced products
Tr (Jβµ s
µ
αJ
α
ν s
ν
β) = −
1
4
(N − 1)Tr (s2) + 1
8
Tr ((J.s)2 + (s.J)2)
−1
4
(N − 1)Tr (s ∧ J ∧ s)− 1
16
Tr ([Ji, sj ][Ji, sj])
Tr (sαµs
µ
βJ
β
ν J
ν
α) =
1
4
N(N − 1)Tr (s2)− 1
4
NTr (s ∧ J ∧ s) . (A.5)
Other useful formulae
(σ˜i)
α
β(σ˜i)
µ
ν = 2δ
α
ν δ
µ
β − δαβ δµν
GαJ¯iJ¯jG
†
α = (N − 3)JiJj + (N − 1)δij + iǫijkJk . (A.6)
We further define
sk ≡ [Jp, [Jp, sk]] . (A.7)
Note that
Tr (sisi) = −Tr [Jk, si][Jk, si]
JisjJi = (N
2 − 1)sj − 1
2
sj (A.8)
and
1
2
Tr (s ∧ J ∧s) = 2(N2 − 1)Tr (s ∧ J ∧ s)− Tr (J ∧ s ∧ J)(J.s + s.J)
−2Tr (J.s)2 + 2(N2 − 1)s2 − Tr (s.s)
1
2
Tr (J ∧ s ∧s) = 2(N2 − 1)Tr (s ∧ J ∧ s)− Tr (J ∧ s ∧ J)(J.s + s.J)
−2Tr (s.J)2 + 2(N2 − 1)s2 − Tr (s.s)
Tr (s ∧ J ∧s)− Tr (J ∧ s ∧s) = 4Tr ((s.J)2 − (J.s)2) . (A.9)
A.1.2 r-s fluctuations
We also give the following useful definitions for the r-s fluctuations
J.r.J ≡ JirJi
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J ∧ s ∧ J ≡ iǫijkJisjJk
JiJjJi = (N
2 − 5)Jj
1
2
(s.J) =
1
2
s.J + 2(J ∧ s ∧ J)
1
2
(J.s) =
1
2
J.s+ 2(J ∧ s ∧ J)
1
2
((s.J) +(J.s)) =
1
2
(s.J + J.s) + 4(J ∧ s ∧ J)
1
2
Tr (rJ.s) = (N2 − 1)Tr (r(J.s)) −Tr (J.r.J)(J.s) − 2Tr (r(J ∧ s ∧ J))
1
2
Tr (rs.J) = (N2 − 1)Tr (r(s.J)) − Tr (J.r.J)(s.J) − 2Tr (r(J ∧ s ∧ J))
1
2
Tr (rs.J + rJ.s) = 2Tr (r(J.s + s.J))
TrAB = Tr (A)B . (A.10)
In the last line we can have A = r,B = J.s+ s.J for example. One also has
Jβγ s
α
µJ
µ
β J
γ
α = −
1
16
((s.J) + (s).J) +
1
4
(N − 1)(2N + 1)(s.J) − 1
4
(N − 1)(J.s)
Jβγ J
α
µ s
µ
βJ
γ
α = −
1
16
((J.s) + J.(s)) +
1
4
(N − 1)(2N + 1)(J.s) − 1
4
(N − 1)(s.J)
Jβγ s
α
µJ
µ
β J
γ
α + J
β
γ J
α
µ s
µ
βJ
γ
α = −
1
16
((s.J + J.s) + (s).J + J.(s)) +
1
2
N(N − 1)(J.s + s.J) .
(A.11)
A.2 Expressions and identities for si decomposition
In obtaining the action on the classical sphere in Section 4.2 we made use of a set of Killing vectors
Kai . The explicit formulae for the latter are given by
Kθ1 = − sinφ Kφ1 = − cot θ cosφ
Kθ2 = cosφ K
φ
2 = − cot θ sinφ
Kθ3 = 0 K
φ
3 = 1 , (A.12)
as given in [26]. The relations between Cartesian and spherical coordinates is
x1 = sin θ cosφ
x2 = sin θ sinφ
x3 = cos θ . (A.13)
Other formulae that we have made use of include
Kai K
b
i = h
ab
xiK
a
i = 0
Kai K
b
i ∂axj∂bxj = 2
ǫijkxiK
a
jK
b
k =
ǫab
sin θ
= ωab
Kai K
b
jhab = δij − xixj
Kai (∂aK
b
i ) =
1√
h
(∂b
√
h)
Kai (∂aK
b
i )∂b = Ki(Ki) = ǫijkxjǫilm∂k(xl)∂m = −2xi∂i . (A.14)
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B Technical aspects of Higgsing
B.1 Derivation of Eq.(5.12)
It is easy to experimentally verify that commuting a number of J¯i’s past G
α, while then contracting
with G†α gives
GαJ¯iG
†
α = JJi − Ji
GαJ¯iJ¯jG
†
α = JJiJj − 2JiJj + δij
GαJ¯iJ¯j J¯kG
†
α = JJiJjJk − 3JiJjJk
+Jiδjk + Jjδik + Jkδij
−iǫijsJkJs − iǫjksJiJm − iǫkisJjJs
GαJ¯iJ¯j J¯kJ¯nG
†
α = JJiJjJkJn − 4JiJjJkJn
+JiJjδkn + permutations
−iǫijsJkJnJs + permutations
... (B.1)
and so on. Higher powers of J¯i will follow a similar pattern involving δ’s and ǫ’s for subleading terms,
as these are the only invariant tensors of SU(2). However, we are mainly interested in commuting
the whole set of fuzzy spherical harmonics. We remind that the latter are defined as
Ylm(J¯i) =
∑
i
f
(i1...il)
lm J¯i1 . . . J¯il , (B.2)
with f
(i1...il)
lm a symmetric traceless tensor in i. We then have
f ilmG
αJ¯iG
†
α = f
i
lm(JJi − Ji)
f
(ij)
lm G
αJ¯iJ¯jG
†
α = f
(ij)
lm (JJiJj − 2JiJj)
f
(ijk)
lm G
αJ¯iJ¯j J¯kG
†
α = f
(ijk)
lm (JJiJjJk − 3JiJjJk)
f
(ijkn)
lm G
αJ¯iJ¯j J¯kJ¯nG
†
α = f
(ijkn)
lm (JJiJjJkJn − 4JiJjJkJn)
...
f
(i1...il)
lm G
αJ¯i1 . . . J¯ilG
†
α = f
(i1...il)
lm (JJi1 . . . Jil − lJi1 . . . Jil) , (B.3)
that is only the first two terms survive in each expression, as the f¯lm’s project out all the remaining
contributions. Summing over the above, this leads to the exact relation
GαYlm(J¯i)G
†
α = JYlm(Ji)− lYlm(Ji) . (B.4)
B.2 Higgsing from trace over V−
We could have chosen to commute Ylm(Ji) past the G
α’s in the third term of (5.8). This would have
led to the same final answer for the action for fluctuations, but involving a trace over V− in the
intermediate steps.17 In order to see this one needs to make use of the following exact expression,
analogous to (B.4),
G†αYlm(Ji)G
α = J¯Ylm(J¯i) + lYlm(J¯i) , (B.5)
17More precisely this restricts to a trace over V −N−1 of V
−.
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which can then get converted to classical sphere variables using the normalisations (5.6)
G†αYlm(xi)G
α =
(N2 − 2N
N2 − 1
) l
2
(J¯Ylm(x¯i) + lYlm(x¯i))
= NYlm(x¯i)− l(l + 1)
2N
Ylm(x¯i) +O
( 1
N2
)
= NYlm(x¯i) +
1
2N
ˆYlm(x¯i) +O
( 1
N2
)
. (B.6)
After plugging the above back into (5.8) we end up with the same subleading term in (5.15). This is
very satisfying, since we expect to obtain a single answer for the classical action regardless of whether
we use xi or x¯i, although it was not obvious that this would happen at the outset of the calculation.
The result reflects the Z2 symmetry inherent in the derivation of the classical action. Note however
that beyond the strict large N approximation the difference between xi and x¯i (and consequently
also the difference between A(i) and Aˆ(i)) could become manifest. To probe that regime one ought to
first get a better understanding of the finite N definitions of the fields.
C Towards multiple M5-branes
In the case of the usual Myers effect [22] (multiple D0-branes expanding into spherical D2-branes),
the equations of motion for N D0-branes give
[Φi,Φj] = ifǫijkΦk , (C.1)
where Φi are the transverse scalars on the D0 worldvolume with i = 1, 2, 3 and the rest of them set
to zero. These can be solved by Φi = Xi an N ×N irrep of SU(2), resulting into a single spherical
D2-brane, or by Φi = X
(1)
i ⊕ X(2)i , where X(1)i is an irrep of size N1 and X(2)i is an irrep of size
N2, with N = N1 +N2, resulting into two concentric spherical D2-branes with radii that depend on
N1, N2. This is the case because the sum of two irreps of SU(2) is a reducible representation
[X
(1)
i ⊕X(2)i ,X(1)j ⊕X(2)j ] = [X(1)i ,X(1)j ]⊕ [X(2)i ,X(2)j ] = iǫijk(X(1)k ⊕X(2)k ) . (C.2)
A similar property arises in our case, for the equation of motion
Rα = RαR†βR
β −RβR†βRα (C.3)
and solutions defined on the space V+ ⊕V−, where V+ = V +N and V− = V −N−1 ⊕ V −1 . The single
4-brane solutions we have been describing in this paper, with a fuzzy S2, can be written as
Gα = PV +
N
GαPV −
N−1
G†α = PV −
N−1
G†αPV +
N
GβG†β = (N − 1)PV +
N
G†βG
β = NPV −
N−1
, (C.4)
where P’s are projectors P2 = P on each subspace of the total space, giving
GαG†βG
β = NPV +
N
GαPV −
N−1
, GβG†βG
α = (N − 1)PV +
N
GαPV −
N−1
. (C.5)
Then the multi-4-brane solutions are defined on a space
V+ = V +N1 ⊕ V +N2
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V− = (V −N1−1 ⊕ V −1 )⊕ (V −N2−1 ⊕ V −1 ) (C.6)
by the ansatz
Gα = Gα1 ⊕Gα2
G†α = G
†
1 α ⊕G†2 α , (C.7)
where as before
Gαi = PV +
Ni
Gαi PV −
Ni−1
G†iα = PV −
Ni−1
G†iαPV +
Ni
. (C.8)
The equations of motion are trivially satisfied since
GαGβG†β = (N1 − 1)Gα1PV +
N1
⊕ (N2 − 1)Gα2PV +
N2
= (N1 − 1)PV −
N1−1
Gα1PV +
N1
⊕ (N2 − 1)PV −
N2−1
Gα2PV +
N2
G†βG
βGα = N1PV −
N1−1
Gα2PV +
N1
⊕N2PV −
N2−1
Gα2PV +
N2
. (C.9)
One could also think of more general bock-diagonal combinations with N1 + N2 + N3 + ... = N ,
corresponding to concentric spherical D4-branes, the radius of which depends on the dimension of
each representation for a fixed s, as per (7.1) in the funnel case. These are also all the zero energy
solutions for fixed µ in the mass-deformed case and the collection of partitions of N parametrise the
set of classical vacua of the mass-deformed theory, as discussed in [33].18
Of particular interest are the possibilities with m copies of Nm ×Nm equally sized blocks, where
mNm = N , since in that case the branes are coincident and there is a worldvolume gauge symmetry
enhancement to U(m). Clarifying how to go to spherical (S3) M5-branes by blowing up the Hopf
fibre over S2, perhaps along the lines of [89], in combination with the above could provide a starting
point for studying multiple fivebranes in M-theory.
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